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PREFACE

On March 17, 1988, Congressman Charles B. Rangel, Cliairman of the House Ways
and Means Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, requested the National Commis-
sion for Employment Policy to update its 1985 study of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
(TJTC). Because Congress was considering whether to extendTJTC past its December 31,
1988 expiration date, a timely response was needed. Fortunately, Dr. Edward C. Lorenz,
the author of the 1985 study, was willing to conduct further research on the TJTC program.
A preliminary report was sent to Congressman Rangel in mid-June, and copies of the
present final report were sent to the Congress in mid-September.

In the "technical corrections" tax bill passed by the Congress in October, TJTC was ex-
tended for one year, to December 31, 1989. Two major changes in the program are that the
economically disadvantaged youth category is now rest' icted to 18-22 year-olds instead of
18-24, and the summer youth credit is now 40 percent of the first $3,000 in wages instead of
85 percent.

The Commission is grateful to Dr. Lorenz for his ability to research and write such a
substantive report under severe time constraints. It hopes that the report will contribute
further to the policy debate on TJTC that will need to be resumed in 1989. Questions about
the report and requests for additional information may be addressed to the project officer,
Dr. Stephen Baldwin, at the Commission's office, 1522 K Street, N.W., Suite 300,
Washington, D.C. 20005, telephone 202-724-1553.

...
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The goal of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) is to increase the jobs

available to certain economically disadvantaged and handicapped job seekers by

subsidizing the real or perceived additional costs of employing them. If the

program achieves its goal, the job retention and earnings of TJTC participants

should increase. The Targeted Job.; Tax Credit: An Assessment, a study

conducted for the Comm=157-Tr-TD85, focused on this subject. That study,

examined the jncomes and work histories of 1,017 program participants and 791

persons from a comparison group in two states, Maryland and Missouri. Incomes

and employment histories were tracked for a year before employment under TJTC

and for two years after hire.

o Generally, that study found persons employed under TJTC had
significantly higher incomes in the first year after hire than did

persons in the comparison group. In the second year after hire, the

income differences became much less significant.

This study continues the earlier one by following the income histories of

the original samples for three additional years after hire. In doing so, it

provides information on long term earnings patterns that may relate to program

participation. It allows for more conclusive evaluations than in the previous

study of those placements under TJTC which lead to the greatest income gains.

o There is a significant correlation between the size of the credit and

long term earnings, and specifically between receipt of the full

first year credit and higher long term earning .

o Those not retained for a full first year credit had average (mean)

incomes after five years insignificantly different from the

comparison group.

o These findings lead to the recommendation that the percentage and

duration of the credit should be changed to encourage or reward

retention.

If the credit amount is changed to reward retention, such as by reducing

the percentage of the credit, while lengthening the time period over which the

credit is earned, greater impact can be achieved at far lower cost than under

the present formula. Small credits tend to produce no change in employer or

job seeker behavior. Unfortunately, the result of the 1986 changes in the

credit formula (reducing the first year credit from 50% of eligible wages to

40% and abolishing the second year credit) was to increase small ineffective

credits.

The earlier study was completed when the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit was

approaching expiration. While the tax reform bills containing the extension

were being debated, the program expired at the end of 1985. There followed

nine and a half months of uncertainty. After January 1, 1986, the program

could not function. Finally, en October 22, 1986, the credit was reenacted,

through December 31, 1988, retroactively from January 1, 1986. The hiatus

period -January to October, 1986 - has created a unique topic for study. This
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report examines changes in utilization patterns in Maryland and Missouri from
1985 to 1987, to learn the impact of the hiatus period on job seekers and
employers. 7t reviews the administration of TJTC during and after the
reenactment process.

Generally, there was a decline in the number of TJTC participants after
the hiatus period. In Maryland the issuing of TJTC vouchers declined,
particularly to persons without jobs. Most determinations of eligibility,
unlike before, were requested by employers or their agents for persons already
employed. JTPA programs continued to issue fewer vouchers than in previous
years, a trend that began with the transition from CETA to JTPA. Only
agencies serving special populations, such as vocational rehabilitation
programs, continue to issue vouchers at the rate of years before 1986.

o After the hiatus period there was a decline in the level of
vouchering, particularly in urban areas, and in program utilization
by categories of business that have had records of better retention
and higher earnings.

o The proportion of determinations that were made after persons had
been hired greatly increased.

o Vouchering of certain groups, particularly minority females,
increased in number, while vouchering of minority males has declined.

o Most employers of large numbers of YJTC applicants do not hire
proportional numbers of handicapped persons, veterans, or ex-
offenders.

o These declines in program quality may result more from decreases in
program funding that correspond to the hiatus period as to the
interruption of the program.

Points to consider in the reenactment process that result from the
analysis of the hiatus experience include:

1.) Any reenactment should be completed before the next expiration, and
the reenactment should be for a sufficient period to encourage
companies to plan on long-term utilization of TJTC to reduce labor
costs.

2.) The Department of Labor should vigorously support, with funding,
technical assistance, and, if necessary, financial sanctions, TJTC
vouchering by Job Service and JTPA agencies.

The decline in vouchering associated with the hiatus period was
comparatively small compared to the decline in vouchering of "Qualified
(economically disadvantaged) Summer Youth," 16 or 17 years of age. This part
of the program was introduced in the summer of 1983. Compared to program
activity under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), JTPA
programs have reduced vouchering of qualified summer youth to less than one
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third of the 1983 level. The Job Service has reduced its vouchering to 25

percent of the 1983 level.

o Since the declines in Qualified Summer Youth activity began before

the hiatus period, they do not relate specifically to the delay in

reenactment.

Rather they appear to relate to changes in youth employment program

priorities and funding. There are enough JTPA Title II-B summer jobs for most

disadvantaged youth registered with summer jobs programs. Therefore, those

programs have little interest in referring disadvantaged youth to private

sector summer jobs.

o The TJTC summer jobs program should be coordinated with JTPA funded

summer jobs, so that no JTPA money is spent until all possible

Qualified Summer Youth are placed in the private sector.

o JTPA Title II-B money saved by Lhis procedure should be transferable

to summer remedial education programs for at-risk youth.

Generally, the study finds many indicators that TJTC, when of significant

value, may help the disadvantaged increase their entry into private sector

employment that is of a type liKely to allow the employee to escape the

poverty cycle. However, there is no systematic requirement or effort to use

TJTC to solve the problem of disappearing stable, entry level jobs for the

disadvantaged. The reason for the failure to systematically use the program

is a result of problems of both:

1.) employment and training agencies, and

2.) employers.

Certain public employment and training agencies, particularly in recent

years, have been unable or uninterested in offering TJTC vouchers to a cross

section of their clients. Particularly JTPA programs and-urban Job Service

offices have failed to make TJTC available to most of the disadvantaged job

seekers in their communities. By contrast, some specialized agencies serving

the handicapped and other targeted groups have continued to utilize TJTC as a

job placement and retention incentive. There appear to be three factors

linked to the decline in vouchering.

1.) Agency performance standards, particularly under JTPA, discourage the

enrollment of large numbers of hard to place individuals.

2.) Most employment and training agencies have experienced significant

declines in funding. Job Service funding is linked to state

unemployment rates. Yet, TJTC workload may not decline with low

unemployment but need to increase, for two reasons:

a.) More persons are being hired when unemployment is low and more

TJTC certifications are being requested by employers, and
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b.) While overall unemployment has been declining, urban
unemployment, particularly among the poor and minorities,
remains a serious p-oblem.

3.) Requests for retroactive eligibility determinations threaten to
overwhelm Job Service offices. (Nationally, the Job Services
received several million letters requesting credits in 1987.)
Because of the large retroactive workload, Job Service staff have
come to view TJTC cynically, as an employer windfall. Because TJTC
certification information can be used to inflate local office
placement achievement, retroactive certifications can tave a
corrupting influence on the need of the agency to seek regular
placements under the program. Consequently, many staff no longer see
that job seekers might benefit from being given a pre-employment
voucher.

This problem relates directly to the utilization patterns of TJTC withinthe private sector. While many, perhaps most, employers use TJTC as intended,
a significant number have been unable or unwilling to incorporate TJTC intotheir procedures as a hiring incentive, but rather have turned the programinto a windfall. Certain consultants or Management Assistance Companies
(MACS), but not all, have encouraged utilization of the program as a windfall,
assisting companies in having workers found eligible after hire.

o Many of the retroactive users of 'TJTC have poor rates of retention.

o Retroactive users tend to be suburban or rural users and tend to hire
a disproportionate number of white youth, who have average pre-
employment incomes higher than other eligible groups.

If TJTC is to be more effective, the findings suggest that several
changes should be made immediately to end program abuse and improve programimpact. These changes include:

1.) Retroactivity should be abolished so that employers and the MACS can
devote their work to improving retention of TJTC eligible workers and
not to generating millions of letters requesting credits.

2.) Large users should be required to file hiring plans to indicate that
they will seek vouchered applicants from all groups, particularly
from among the handicapped and minority males.

3.) The value of the credit should be changed to allow or encourage
employers to pay higher wages and offer permanent jobs to the
disadvantaged (for example, offer the 40% credit on the first $10,000
in wages).

4.) The second year credit or other long term credit should be restored,
if for no other reason than to send the message that retention is a
goal of the program.

5.) The youth group should continue to include persons up to age 24,



since many disadvantaged urhan minority youth fail to secure

permanent employment until their early twenties. Savings of tax

expenditures should come from abolishing retroactivity not by

eliminating many urban poor from participation.

6.) The Qualified Summer Youth credit should either be coordinated with

other programs to increase summer remedial education options of

disadvantaged yo ch, or the program should be terminated.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Research Council's recent report on Urban Change and Poverty

found, "Urban poverty, always a serious problem, appears to be getting worse,

and it is being compounded by long-term changes in the structure of the

national economy and in metropolitan and regional demographic ptterns."1

Perhaps this is the most fitting observation with which to begin a review of

the impact of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC). The Yargeted Jobs Tax

Credit was created ten years ago as part of President Carter's Private Sector

Initiatives Project, directed particularly at solving the unemployment

problems of tt.e urban poor by increasing private sector involvement in

employment and training. Any evaluation of TJTC must acknowledge that it and

the other job and training initiatives of nt decades have not succeeded in

eliminating the employment problems of the "urban underclass."

This remit answers basic questions about the impact of TJTC upon program

participants by studying the program in two states, Maryland and Missouri,

with three major urban areas with large disadvantaged populations. This

report provides an explanation of how TJTC has bee; used in typical

communities with large eligible populations: Baltimore, Kansas City, and St.

Louis. Since TJTC is not solely an urban program, the study also examines

statewide utilization, especially in those small cities and rural areas with

high unemployment, sun as Western Maryland or the Ozarks. It also describes

the administration of TJTC and the extent tf Its acceptance by the employers

in the two states. The continuation of serious unemployment problems after

ten years of TJTC points to the need for significant changes in the design of

the credit, if not its replacement. The use of TJTC in Maryland and Missouri,

particularly in St. Louis and Baltimore, suggests fairly clearly what tax

credit options should be considered to improve the impact of future wage

subsidies.

There are four dimensions of public employment programs which need

evaluation. The first is the measurement of the economic impact of the

program on participants. In addition, each program has political, legal, and

administrative dimensions which need.study. Under TJTC, which is largely

state' administered, there are recurring political dealings between the state

administering agencies and local employment and training institutions. Since

the program results from federal legislation, there are relations between

state agencies and federal agencies, particularly the Department of Labor.

The study of intergovernmental political relationships under TJTC could be a

report unto itself.

In addition to the political issues, TJTC has a fascinating legislative

history, with repeated reenactment by Congress, each making minor

modifications to correct apparent abuses in the program. The efficiency of

these changes in resolving the problems with TJTC is of interest considering

the continuation of serious employment problems which the program was supposed

to address. the conclusions of this report primarily concern legislative

changes that should improve program impact.

The administrative history of TJTC reveals much about the structure of

American government, business, and employment. While the findings are not

-1-
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original, they are ones which are usually ignored in designing programs suchas TJTC. Perhaps the administrative observations are the most important toemerge from this study.

The goal of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) is to increase the jobs
available to certain economically disadvantaged and handicapped job seekers bysubsidizing the real or perceived additional costs of employing them. If the
program achieves its goal, the job retention and earnings of TJTC participantsshould increase. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit: An Assessment, a study
conducted for the Commission in 1985, fo-EUREin this subject. That studysought answers to two specific questions related to the impact of TJTC upon
program participants in Maryland and Missouri:

1. Do participants experience gains in earnings from the program, and

2. Do they experience job changes which improve their standing in the
labor force?

It examined the two questions by analyzing the incomes and work histories of
1,017 program participants and 791 persons from a comparison group in two
staL:,s, Maryland and Missouri. Incomes and employment histories were trackedfor a year before employment under TJTC and for two years after hire. Itfound that earnings benefits from TJTC were concentrated on the one-third of
participants who remained on the TJTC job for at least one year. The earlierstudy also reviewed the origins, implementation, and effectiveness of the
administrative procedures of the program.

This report updates and expands the earlier study by following the
incomes of the original samples through the fifth year after hire. An earlierversion of part of this report was submitted in June 1988 to the House Ways
and Mans Committee, Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, chaired by
Representative Charles B. Rangel (D.-N.Y.). After a summary of the history of
TJTC and a summary of the findings of other studies of wage subsidies in PartI, the report reviews the origins of current disadvantaged employment problemsin Maryland and Missouri in Part II. Part III reviews the income experiencesof the sample of TJTC participants in the two states five years after hire.In doing so, it provides information on long term earnings patterns that canbe related to program participation. This information allows for evaluationsof certain types of patterns of participation under TJTC. Specifically, itevaluates the relationship between the size of the first year credit and
retention and long term earnings. Its findings lead to several specific
recommendations for improving the cost-effectiveness of the credit.

The earlier study was completed when the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit was
approaching expiration. While the tax reform biiis containing the extension
were being debated in the Congress, the program expired at the end of 1985.
There followed nine and a half months of uncertainty. After January 1, 1986,the program could not function. Finally, on October 22, 1986, the credit wasreenacted through December 31, 1988, retroactively from January 1, 1986. Thehiatus period -January to October, 1986 - has created a unique topic for
study. Part IV of this report examines changes in Maryland and Missouri
utilization patterns from 1985 t, 1987, to learn the impact of the hiatus

-2-
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period on job seekers and employers. It reviews the administration of the

reenactment process and of the minor retention requirement and credit change

added under tax reform.

Beginning with the summer of 1983, the credit included a special

incentive for the employment of disadvantaged youth 16 or 17 years of age.

The impact of this incentive could not be measured by the income tracking

methods used in the previous study, and there was not sufficient experience

with it in 1985 to evaluate it by other methods. As rive summers have passed,

it is now possible to reach some conclusions regarding the effectiveness of

-the TJTC summer program. Part V reviews the significant changes in the TJTC

summer program and relates the changes to efforts to direct more employment

and training resources to solving the problems of at-risk youth.

Part VI examines the experiences of employment and training agencies with

TJTC. It describes the changes in the relationship of TJTC to other programs

administered by agencies in the two states. The difficulties these agencies

have had fitting TJTC into their operations are reviewer' and recommendations

made for solving some of the problems. Particularly, the role of performance

standards in altering TJTC use is considered

Employer utilization of TJTC is reviewed in Part VII. It focuses on the

institutionalization of TJTC within the business community and the

implications of current employer use for the design of employment suosidies.

This part of the study leads directly to the Conclusion which includes

recommendations for modifications of TJTC to allow it to have a meaningful

impact on the serious employment problems of the poor in Missouri and

Maryland.

The study concludes with an analysis of the role of TJTC as

an employment strategy in urban areas with significant unemployment,

particularly minority unemployment. It reviews the employment strategies used

in Maryland and Missouri and their relationship to TJTC. It considers the

ways employment and economic development agencies perceive and utilize TJTC

and contrasts TJTC use with that of the enterprise zone tax credits in the two

states.

3



PART I

THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT: 1978-1988

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) was established by the Revenue Act of1178 to provide a subsidy for the employment in the private sector of certaineconomically disadvantaged and handicapped individuals. It was part of thePrivate Sector Initiatives Program of the Carter administration, a programdesigned to increase private sector involvement in employment and training.At the same time that TJTC was being developed, amendments to the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) established Private IndustryCouncils (PICS) to oversee local CETA programs. While both TJTC and PICS havebeen reenacted and changed by subsequent laws, both survive as legacies of theera. The relationship of TJTC to the programs controlled by PICS under theJob Training Partnership ACT (JTPA) which succeeded CETA are an important partof the story of TJTC in the past ten years.2

For many years before 1978, proposals for a tax credit to subsidize
employment had been made and some were implemented in various western
industrial countries. One such program had been tried briefly in Germany inthe Depression Era, shortly before the rise of Hitler.3 For the next thirty
years, the elegance of tax incentives to promote employment without inflationwere promoted by various academics.4 In the early 1970's the Work IncentiveProgram (WIN) Credit was offered to employers in the United States that hiredwelfare recipients. However, the initial credit had long retention
requirements. The credit was twice modified to increase the dismally poorrate of utilization. However, many of the welfare offices which could haveauthorized credits after 1976 never developed procedures to certify eligibleclients for employers.5

The first major American experiment with employment credits began in 1977with the creation of the New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC) which subsidized
employment increases. To earn a NJTC, a business had to increase employmentover the previous year. The credit rewarded employment expansion of any kind,whether the new employees were unemployed drop-outs or recent universitygraduates. By most assessments, the utilization rate of the NJTC wasextremely high. However, there was concern that the credit was being givenfor expansion that would have happened anyway. As employment increased in1978, attention was diretted to modifying NJTC to limit benefits to theemployment of the disadvantaged. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit emerged fromthis process in September, 1978.6

Since that time there have been vehement opponents of the credit, as wellas many supporters. The opponents of the program played a role in terminatingit at the end of 1985. Ten months later, the program was reenacted,
retroactively to its expiration date. This hiatus period introduces a specialopportunity to evaluate the program. The very fact that it was reenacted,largely as a result of private sector lobbying, testifies to the niche the
program has found in certain businesses.7

Despite the name, the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is not primarily a taxprogram; rather, it is an employment subsidy to private businesses that hire

- 4 -
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poor or handicapped job seekers from one of the targeted groups specified

under the law. There are three concepts embodied in TJTC: subsidization as a

means of increasing job opportunities; targeting of the subsidy on certain

disadvantaged persons rather than upon all job seekers; and vouchering to

allow job seekers to use the subsidy as they seek employment.

Subsidization was a concept behind a number of employment programs

extending back to the early 1960's, such as the Manpower Development and

Training Act (MDTA) which paid employers for part of the training costs of

workers hired under on-the-job (OJT) training contracts. Under CETA, a large

number of positions were subsidized at public and private non-profit agencies.

There were problems with these subsidies, however. Private sector OJT was

never widely used, partially because the paperwork and legal implications of

OJT contracts discouraged businesses. In contrast, CETA public service job

programs, which were originally counter-cyclical measures, never offered long

term skill training to participants, even after being refocused on skill

development. They often served more to subsidize the employer than the

employee. In St. Louis, for example, the public service jobs program was

clearly both a source of jobs to the underclass and a vital supplement to the

city's bud6et. 8

TJTC was one of the programs designed to find permanent jobs for the poor

by subsidization of private sector jobs. Since it is redeemable only against

the federal income tax of the employer, TJTC is inherently limited to jobs

with businesses. It could not be claimed by public sector employers. To

encourage widespread private sector use, the paperwork burden under TJTC was

placed primarily upon government agencies and job seekers. Under TJTC, an

eligible person had to have eligibility determined by an employment program

authorized by the state employment security agency (SESA). The agency

interviewed a job seeker and, if it found him or her eligible, issued to the

job seeker a voucher redeemable by any employer hiring the worker. When

hired, the employer took the form from the new employee, filled-in a few lines

on the form giving the firm's name and address and the hire date and mailed

the form to the SESA. After reviewing the form, normally a process taking a

few days, the SESA mailed the employer a certification form authorizing the

credit. The employer did not need to meet with public agency staff under

TJTC. The employer did not sign a contract with the public agency. The

original credit did not require any retention of the eligible worker and did

not in any other way interfere with the hiring or employment process. The

paperwork was ingeniously designed to fit within the loo,ely controlled,

individualistic employment system in the United States.

The targeting of the tax credit on the disadvantaged emerged from

previous experience with both the WIN and New Jobs Tax Credits. Within NJTC

there was a small targeting component providing an extra credit for

handicapped persons added to the work force. In addition, the WIN/Welfare

Credit had always been a targeted subsidy. However TJTC, which was an

amendment to the NJTC, radically changed NJTC by abandoning concern with

growth, while focusing the subsidy upon firms which hired persons with certain

characteristics. Originally, the targeted groups were:

1. Economically disadvantaged youth, 18-24 years of age,

5 -
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2. Economically disadvantaged Vietnam era veterans,

3. Economically disadvantaged ex-felons,

4. Recipients of general assistance (GA),

5. Recipients of Supplemental Security Income (SSI),

6. Vocational rehabilitation clients, and

7. High school cooperative education students.

Subsequent changes in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) limited the
cooperative education category to disadvantaged students and merged the
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children from WIN into TJTC. In
1982, the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) created a new
group: 16 and 17 year old economically disadvantaged youth eligible only
during the summer months. Sixteen and 17 year old youth could only qualify
for credits during the school year if they were in cooperative education or if
they were in some other category, such as being an AFDC recipient. While
there have been these and other minor changes in definitions of eligibility,
targeting has remained consistent for ten years.9

Vouchering the disadvantaged unemployed has been the most difficult part
of TJTC to properly implement. Vouchering is the initial part of certifying
that a worker entitles a business to a credit. It allows members of the
eligible groups to get a form (voucher) redeemable for a tax credit by the
business which gives the worker a job. While there have been many problems
with vouchering, the process for issuing the forms, developed in 1978, has
changed little. Many statqcontinue to use vouchers which are nearly
identical to the originals. lu

In the original design of the program, it was assumed that vouchering
could be begun in one of three ways.

1.) An eligible job seeker who wanted to use the credit as an aid in his
or her job search could ask any local public employment program for a
voucher and then offer it to any business where the job seeker
applied for employment.

2.) An employer could ask a job applicant who seemed to meet program
eligibility standards to go to the nearest public employment office
to have eligibility determined. If found eligible, the public
employment program would send the job seeker back to the employer
with a voucher.

3.) Public agencies, such as state Job Service offices, Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) or JTPA offices, vocational
rehabilitation agencies, parole and probation offices, and similar
institutions were authorized in many states to issue vouchers to
eligible clients being placed into jobs br sent on a job search.

6
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If a vouchered job seeker is hired, the employer takes the voucher from

the new employee, completes a few lines to identify the company, and mails the

form to the appropriate state certifying office. The certifying office, by

law, is a part of the state Job Service. That office checks eligibility

documentation prepared on each vouchered individual at the time the voucher

was issued. If the determination was complete and accurate, the certifying

office mails to the employer a TJTC Certification on that individual. A job

seeker can request a voucher on one day and not secure a job for a month or

six weeks. Once the employer mails the voucher, however, the certification

should be returned to the business within one or two weeks.

While this process appears simple, three complicating results followed.

First, employment and training agencies repeatedly have had difficulty fitting

vouchering into their goals. Second, many employers have not been successful

at incorporating systematic use of TJTC into their personne: procedures.

Finally, and largely as a result of the first two developments, TJTC has

spawned a fourth initiator of vouchering --in fact, a whole industry.

Management Assistance Companies (MACS) or TJTC Consultants that assist

employers in using TJTC.

MACS do not seek government funds to pay for their operations. Rather,

their funds come from fees charged businesses to help secure certifications.

At their best, the consultants are the private sector watchdogs of the

program, supporting vouchering agency funding needs, goading agencies to

process forms promptly, and pressuring the U. S. Department of Labor to

vovide timely guidance to the state agencies. At their worst, the MACS

merely help corporate bureaucracies earn windfall credits by meeting the

strict time requirements for filing TJTC paperwork. In many such cases, they

are helping firms receive credits on persons who would have been hired without

TJTC.

One of the complexities of TJTC in recent years has been the requirement

that all credits must be requested on or before the hire date. While that

requirement ostensibly prohibits retroactive credits, in fact, it has provided

a marketing strategy for MACS. One of the basic services of the firms has

been to assume responsibility for requesting credits on everyone employed by

their clients. Consequently, the state Job Services are flooded with

thousands of form letters requesting credits on every new employee of firms

that retain MACS. Most of the people identified on these letters-of-request

(LORS) are clearly ineligible for the credit. However, the letters must be

sent on the day of hire, and there is no chance to perform thorough screening

at that point. Later, perhaps several days or weeks after hire, MAC staff

check to see if a person identified on a letter of request appears eligible.

If so, the person is sent to the local Job Service for a "retroactive

voucher."

The development of MA^S has been one of the ways TJTC has evolved

somewhat differently than initial supporters envisioned. Since the first

reenactment of TJTC in 1981 there have been important criticisms of the

credit's effectiveness, with some critics calling for the termination of the

program. There have been at least four major criticisms of the program by
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those who believe it should be allowed to expire:

1.) Persons hired under the program would have been hired anyway and,
therefore, TJTC is merely a windfall to the employer;

2.) The hiring of TJTC eligible workers, at best, displaces others;

3.) Vouchering of disadvantaged job seekers has been more of a stigma to
them than a help in their job search; and

4.) Utilization has been so low that it has affected only a small number
of the eligible persons who have been hired.11

In contradiction to the last point, there have been worries by some Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) staff that program utilization will become so great,
since it is an entitlement, that costs to the treasury will soar.12

In addition to these criticisms, Ihich relate to program design and
program operation, there are more theoretical discussions of the utility of
seeking to encourage greater employment of low wage workers. With the labor
content of products declining, low wage employment incentives are not very
attractive to most businesses outside the labor intensive service sector.
However, there are those who believe these criticisms are incorrect.13

Supporters of wage subsidies point to the use of other government
incentives which have encouraged intensive use of capital rather than labor
as a reason for redressing the balance with programs such as TJTC. Not only
have there been incentives to mechanize plants and procedures there have been
other incentives to abandon cities. Some of these have been in place for over
thirty years, And redressing the balance with urban employment incentives may
take as long."'

The specific criticisms of vouchering, wage rates, and of the rate of
utilization have been challenged by other students of TJT;,. The vouchering
tests appear to have been conducted in atypical communities or with
inappropriate populations. Some have held that the low wages of TJTC workers
are proof that the program is reaching the proper market. The disadvantaged
population is only going to get jobs at low wages. The purpose of the
program, they say, is to generate sufficient entry jobs that high unemployment
rates among the disadvantaged will fall. Training and experience received on
these initial jobs will allow the disadvantaged to MOV2 to better unsubsidized
jobs. Others have seen the low levels of TJTC use as proof of the program's
efficiency. Only those in real need of the program use it. Being labor
market driven, the program is little used in areas with a small disadvantaged
population. There is liqke need for a public agency to plan where the
program will be utilized.

However, the role of public agencies is a major factor in program use.
While the program is an entitlement for businesses and job seekers determined
to utilize it, there is considerable variation in the support for the program
in different states and regions. Among those who support continuation of TJTC
the role of agencies in program use is a major topic of concern. While
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Vermont vouchered more than one third of its eligible job seekers in 1983,

Colorado vouchered less than three percent of its eligible population. States

such as Colorado have decided to voucher only persons hired by employers, thus

making the program unavailable to job seekers. Other states have tried to

reach as many eligible persons as possible. 16

Understanding the reasons for agency attitudes about TJTC is important if

the program is to continue and its effectiveness is to be improved. Factors

in need of review include the formula for allocating administrative funding

and the development of Job Service and JTPA performance standards that favor

vouchering. Some agencies, such as those serving the handicapped, are

consistently interested in TJTC. Others, such as some programs for welfare

recipients, are reluctant to voucher. Yet, the most significant variation

occurs between the Job Services in different states or different JTPA

programs.

The variability of employer utilization levels, within the same industry,

is another issue of major concern. Some companies have been very successful

in maximizing TJTC credits, while others leave the size of credits to chance

or even decline to participate. The effect of Management Assistance Companies
(MACS) on company utilization rates is a matter that is hardly discussed in

the TJTC literature, yet those companies have become intermediaries between

the government and thousands of businesses. The policy differences among MACS

is an important topic as well. Some MACS run free shuttle buses for their
clients while others provide little more than a toll free number to call to

have questions answered. Most students of TJTC relate variations in
utilization levels to specific provisions in the TJTC law or to chance. There

has been little attention to the variations in corporate culture that welcome

or discourage participation in programs such as the tax credit.

At a minimum, the process developed by the MACS introduces the
fundamental variable in TJTC vouchering. Controlling for retroactivity must

be done if the impact of vouchering is to be measured. In many, perhaps most,

cases TJTC is not an important part of the hiring decision of persons issued

retroactive vouchers. Firms submitting such vouchers do not know, with

certainty, that the job seeker is eligible at the time of hire. Of course,

retroactive vouchers can result in certifications which encourage retention,

so long as the MAC or corporate tax office informs the local manager that the

certification has been received.

Most studies of TJTC have ignored the distortion which the Itiqk of MACS

and of retroactivity generally add to the certification process. One

certification under TJTC does not mean the same thing as every other.
UnfortunpIely only the critics of TJTC have been willing to consider this

problem.I°

o If TJTC is to continue, it is important to make decisions about program

design which will encourage MACS to promote the retention and earnings

goals of the program.

Finally, there is considerable disagreement over the very purpose of

TJTC. Is the program supposed to generate more job openings or is it to



encourage retention? Is it only designed to stimulate more job openings for
thl disadvantaged? One view would be that the employment problems of the
disadvantaged result from a lack of job openings. TJTC's purpose, then, would
be to promote more job offers being made to disadvantaged persons. Others see
the problem as increasing the retention of the disadvantaged in the jobs they
secure. The first view would assume that so long as there are sufficient job
openings, other employment problems would be resolved. The second would hold
that the disadvantaged are frequently hired, but they have difficulty changing
the quality of their employment experience to find stable jobs. While the two
goals are not necessarily incompatible, emphasis upon one or the other can
lead to significantly different assessments of the meaning of program results. 19

While there are a number of ways in which to seek answers to the
questions raised by the various critics and supporters of TJTC, a detailed
case study, using earnings and demographic data from thousands of participants
in a limited area provides more answers than more general approaches. Of
course, there is the problem of extrapolating from the findings in two states
to the nation. Yet aggregate national data can do more to conceal than to
illuminate answers to the questions.

Missouri and Maryland are both typical of a number of other states and
yet unique. They are states in which TJTC utilization was fairly extensive,
especially in the early 1980's, the period studied in part of this report. By
selecting two states with relatively active TJTC programs, the national
implications of this study's findings are biased. The findings are not
typical of those states where public employment program staff opposed the
program so that little TJTC hiring has occurred. Studying such states would
only prove that recalcitrant local public officials can make operation of a
national program rather ineffective. This study seeks to determine if TJTC
can have an impact, particularly upon participant incomes, if it is
conscientiously, if not enthusiastically, administered by public agencies.

By focusing in detail on several urban areas with large numbers of
unemployed and underemployed eligible workers and changing labor markets, this
study shows how TJTC fits within the mix of employment and training programs
which are used to address the employment problems of disadvantaged and
handicapped clients, particularly youth. In its most personal terms, for
example, does TJTC help a disadvantaged black male youth in North Saint Louis
or in East Baltimore find a job more quickly or find a job that is better than
one he would have found without TJTC? If he does get a job more quickly or a
job better than one he would otherwise have obtained, does TJTC help encourage
the employer to retain him in the job longer than without the credit?

In addition to the questions above, an important issue with TJTC,
particularly because of its use by only a fraction of employers hiring the
disadvantaged, is how much displacement occurs. Phrased in personal terms,
was the job a program participant received taken from another disadvantaged
worker who remains unemployed or did the credit allow the employer to create a
job which would not have otherwise been created? This study cannot provide
conclusive answers to that question.

By studying in detail the historic employment patterns, and current
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economic conditions in the two states and, particularly, their three large
cities, it is pos -ibie to understand the place of TJTC in the labor market.
With some caution, tairly clear conclusions can be reached about the impact of

TJTC in the areas studied. Most in,ortantly, very clear and fundamental

changes in TJTC are seen as necessary if the program is worth being continued.
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PART II

EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS AND TJTC IN MARYLAND AND MISSOURI

There are many similarities between Maryland and Missouri. In
population Missouri is slightly larger, with 4,917,000 people in 1980,
compared to 4,216,000 in Maryland. The two largest metropolitan areas in
each, Baltimore and St. Louis, have far more in common than either has with
its state. Both are old cities which have experienced catastrophic declines
in the manufacturing employment which once dominated their econcmies. The
third large city in the two states, Kansas City, by con'crast, has experienced
less dramatic changes, with lower unemployment and poverty rates than the
other two cities. In 1984 the metropolitan area unemployment rate for St.
Louis was 7.3 percent, that for Baltimore was 5.9 percent, and for Kansas City
4.8 percent. With economic improvement, by 1988, the St. Louis rate had
fallen to 5.7 percent, while that of Baltimore, 4.3 percent, was nearly as low
as Kansas City's 4.2 percent. However, within the urban core, unemployment
rates were much higher. In the midtown area of St. Louis and the Park Heights
Section of Baltimore the unemployment rates were 15 percent when the cities
had enterprise zones created for the areas. These rates would have been far
worse had not so many people left the neighborhoods. The midtown area lost 30
percent of its population between 1970 and 1980, the Park Heights area 10
percent.20

As with the nation, both states have seen non-manufacturing employment
rise, while manufacturing jobs declined. These similarities extend to their
largest urban areas. Table I below shows the changes from the mid-1970's to
the mid-1980's.

TABLE I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE BY INDUSTRY: SELECTED REGIONS AND YEARS

NON-MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT
1970'S 1980'S

MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT
1970'S 1980'S

MARYLAND 1,239,100 1,583,600 254,000 218,100
Baltimore City 261,900 225,800 105,100 59,700
Baltimore Metro 405,300 538,600 199,700 158,400
MISSOURI 1,337,900 1,406,000 451,600 418,800
Kansas City Metro 315,100 428,700 131,900 124,800
St. Louis City 243,400 194,600 132,600 72,000
St. Louis Metro 489,500 648,200 287,500 224,900

NOTE: Statewide figures are for 1974 and 1984, Baltimore Kansas City and St.
Louis figures are for 1970 and 1982. 21

There naturally are differences between the two states. Being much
smaller geographically than Missouri, yet having two major metropolitan areas,
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Baltimore and half the suburbs of Washington, D. C., Maryland is more
urbanized. While 80 percent of Maryland's population is urban, 68 percent of
Missouri's lives in metropolitan areas. The larger rural area in Missouri is
populated by a larger share of the poverty population than in Maryland. In

Missouri, half the poor live outside the two large metro areas, either in the
smaller cities or rural counties. By contrast, only 20 percent of Maryland's
poverty population lives outside the two biggest metropolitan areas. In

Maryland 43 percent of the state's poor live within Baltimore City. In

Missouri seventeen percent live in St. Louis City. These population figures
are reflected in TJTC activity, with Missouri having 53 percent of vouchers
issued by offices inside the two large metro areas. In Maryland, 73 percent
of the vouchers in 1987 were issued in Baltimore City.22

The difference in the proportion of the state poverty population residing
in Baltimore and St. Louis is deceptive. The relative size of each city
within its state is the variable. Baltimore is home to one in every six
Marylanders. St. Louis is home to only one of every twelve Missourians.
Comparing simply the populations within the city limits of the two cities
shows the real similarities. The percent of people living below the poverty
level As 22.9 percent in Baltimore and 21.8 percent in St. Louis. The
minority population also was comparable: 54.8 percent in Baltimore and 45.6
percent in St. Louis. The cities share several other economic and political
features which have special relevant:, for the administration of employment and
training programs.23

Except for a number of small cities in Virginia, Baltimore and St. Louis
are the only two independent cities in the United States. What that means is
that the two cities are not in a county. Both are surrounded, in fact, by a
namesake county which houses affluent suburbs, small poverty populations, and
successful retailing, business service and manufacturing areas. The largest
private employer in both metropolitan areas is a suburban defense contractor:
Westinghouse at the Baltimore Washington International Airport and McDonnell
Douglas at Lambert Field. Both cities have lost major manufacturing
industries, particularly in primary metals, chemicals, and similar basic

industries. Once, Baltimore was one of the largest copper refining cities in
the world. It has no copper refineries today. St. Louis was a major meat
packing city. That activity is insignificant today. St. Louis did succeed in
gaining a number of automobile manufacturing firms to replace the non-durable
goods industries that had dominated the economy before World War II.
Unfortunately, within the city, the last automobile plant has closed.
Replacing the manufacturing jobs once common in the cities, have been highly
skilled white collar positions and some service jobs, particularly in the
hotels and shopping areas each city has carved from the declining urban core.
The number of jobs requiring less than a high school education have fallen in
Baltimore from 207,000 in 1970 to 22,000 in 1985; in St. Louis the decline
was even greater, from 210,000 to 117,000. At the same time, in Baltimore
jobs requiring more than a high school diploma increased by 34,000, and in St.
Louis, they have remained stable. The cities share another economic
development link. The Baltimore based Rouse Company has been responsible for
the major economic development success in both communities: Harbor Place in
Baltimore and Union Station in St. Louis.24
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The changes in recent decades have been particularly devastating to the
black communities in both cities. Both cities shared similar ethnic
experiences. They were centers of the old immigration of the mid-nineteenth
century, with comparatively few later arrivals. In place of the later
immigrants as a source of common labor, both cities turned to influxes of
blacks from neighboring states deeper south. Between 1900 and 1960, the black
population of St. Louis doubled every twenty years. The net white population
in that era declined by 4,079. The Baltimore black community experienced the
same type growth.25

In the early 1900's, both cities provided relatively good ,:,,,,portunity to
blacks from the deep south. Both were changing from centers of commerce to
manufacturing giants.26 In a pioneering study of the St. Louis black
community, in 1913, William Crossland noted,

The great demand for unskilled labor has probably increased the common
labor group, which constitutes 29.1 percent . . . of the total number of
workers. As a group it is more desirable for colored workers than the
personal service group, because wages are better, conditions of toil more
free, and service less menial. . . . The factory occupations offer the
Negro the opportunity to acquire skill, and earn more wages. . . . It is
safe to predict that the number of factory occupations entered by the
Negro will increase, and likewise the number of workers. It is an
encouraging fact that St. Louis, unlike other cities, has her Negro
workers divided more or less equally in several unskilled occupations.27

While Crossland seems to have been correct in assessing the value of
manufacturing opportunities, his prediction for job growth appears less
accurate. The number of wage earners in manufacturing in the city grew to
107,919 in 1920, remained stable through 1930 and then declined greatly with
the Depression. The 1920 number was only briefly surpassed during World War
II. By 1958, there were 7,000 less manufacturing jobs in the city than in
1920. Today less than 30,000 people work in manufacturing iobs. The number
of manufacturers tell from 3,205 in 1920 to 1,461 in 1972.20

Of course, the decline in urban manufacturing jobs affected all city
residents. But the response of different ethnic groups, or rather the ability
of different ethnic groups to respond, was not the same. Sandra Schoenberg
and Lee Rainwater have investigated the differing responses of black and white
neighborhoods in St. Louis to the declining job opportunities of the last half
century. Residents of such neighborhoods as Soulard and The Hill were able to
establish ties outside their neighborhoods. For example, Schoenberg describes
the transition in the Hill during the Depression era as follows:

From the end of the First World War until the Second World War we see a
period of economic growth on the Hill which culminated in . . . the
emergence of an Italian business community with ties outside the
immediate neighborhood. Politically, the Hill emerges as a delivery ward
for the Democratic Party in the 1920's. . . . This factor enlarged the
pool of patronage jobs available to local residents at a time when the
brick yards and clay mines provided fewer and more limited opportunities
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for a generation of Italians who spoke English and who were prepared for
ties in the larger society.29

For black neighborhoods, few opportunities to establish ties outside the

neighborhood existed. As Schoenberg noted: " Between 1920 and the Second
World War, the black residents of the Ville witnessed increasing exclusion
from American institutions and a growing limitation on their access to homes

and neighborhoods :n St Loais."30 Ironically, aft.: racial integration was
mandated and neighborhoods such as the Ville in St. Louis or the Madison
,AVenue area of Baltimore lost their unique role as centers for black middle
class life within the city, disadvantaged uran blacks saw an additional link
to the wider society and its economy disappear. The era of warehousing vast

numbers of excess black laborers in the Pruitt Igoes of the two cities had

arrived.

In Kansas City, the opportunities for blacks were slightly different
from those in the two larger cities. As did Baltimore and St. Louis, Kansas

City had a comparatively large black population before most other large
cities. In 1912, when Washington and Atlanta had the two largest black
populations, Baltimore had the third largest, St. Louis the sixth, and Kansas
City, which was only one ninth the size of St. Louis, the fifteenth largest.
Thus, the proportion of blacks in Kansas City was higher than in St. Louis.

More importantly, in contrast to St. Louis, Kansas City blacks were finding
opportunities outside personal service. Only 29 percent of Kansas City blacks
worked in personal service occupations, compared to 40 percent in St, Louis.
Sixty-eight percent of Kansas City blacks worked in laboring positions, either
in factories, construction, or with the municipal railroad. As Crossland had

noted in St. Louis, many of the laboring positions, particularly those in
factories provided a real opportunity to escape the worst poverty. At the

Armour Packing Plant, there were black foreman who supervised whites. Fully

14 percent of the Armour workers were black and management believed blacks had
"greater ability that the white[s] to do hard work." While there may have

been greater opportunity in Kansas City than in the two older cities, the
opportunity must be approached with a proper sense of perspective. In 1910,

the per capita wealth of Kansas City blacks was only eighty dollars, compared
to $667 for whites. As St. Louis and Baltimore, Kansas City has experienced a
decline in manufacturing jobs in recent years, removing an excellent source of
job opportunities for the disadvantaged. 31

It is necessary to place the decline'of manufacturing jobs in the proper
historical perspective. The period during which cities such as Baltimore and

St. Louis were manufacturing giants was comparatively brief. They rose to

wealth and importance as commercial cities. Only around the turn of the
century did manufacturing come to dominate the local economies. By the

1930's, if not earlier, manufacturing was in decline, to be revived only
briefly by the boom during World War II.

Furthermore, the decline in central cities, with the relative growth of
suburban areas has been a trend throughout the industrial world. The problem

for the disadvantaged in Baltimore, St. Louis, and Kansas City is that the
manufacturing era, which prov24.A an opportunity to escape the second class
labor market, was short -lives .larticularly for minorities suffering from the
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effects of discrimination as well as poverty, manufacturers valued their
services as few other industries. Thus it is important to understand factors
that encouraged employers of the industrial era to offer opportunities to the
disadvantaged. It is necessary, also, to remember those government policies
which reduced the competitive advantage of the cities, from massive public
works, such as interstate highways; tax incentives for investing in machinery
and new plants; and housing and other policies that favored suburban
development. These measures, favoring the abandonment of the urban core,
compounded the employment problems of the urban disadvantaged. Those problems
were becoming severe because of the relative decline in manufacturing
throughout the nation. 32

It is in this context that employment and training programs of the 1960's
and 1970's were developed, including the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. The
structure of these programs and the agencies administering them must be
reviewed if the impact of TJTC is to be understood. The differences in
program structure and administration between St. Louis and Baltimore on the
one hand, and Kansas city on the other, provide a fascinating opportunity to
view the significance of management upon the success of an economic incentive.
As one Kansas City administrator said, "Things work better in Kansas City. We
are the first western city and St. Louis is the last eastern city."

The roles of the state Job Services and of local job training programs
funded under the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) vary greatly in Maryland
and Missouri. However, there are many similarities in the way the aaencies
inceract in Baltimore and St. Louis. In both cities the JTPA staff believe
the priorities of the Job Service differ from their own. They see the Job
Service as seldom being concerned with general employment policy but only with
placing individuals. Both JTPA programs sponsor summer jobs programs that use
key community leaders to get job pledges. The Job Service is on the sidelines
during such efforts. In Baltimore, JTPA staff view the Job Service, at best,
as unresponsive to urban job training issues. This perception exists in spite
of the agency being headquartered in Baltimore and not in the capital,
Annapolis. In St. Louis, staff of the JTPA program, the St. Louis Area
Training and Employment (SLATE) agency, see the Job Service headquarters in
Jefferson City as a bureaucracy dominated by rural interests.

Job Service staff ,in Baltimore and St. Louis share opinions of JTPA.
They feel that JTPA tries to monopolize job openings in the city. JTPA
agencies in both cities have had city economic development officials include
contractual wording in publicly assisted development projects requiring that
jobs be offered to the JTPA program. The Job Service staff feel they could
fill some of these jobs with persons not participating in JTPA. Job Service
staff feel frustrated as well with the publicity gained by local JTPA staff
for summer jobs programs. They feel JTPA takes credit for obtaining
employment that does not meet the strict Job Service definition of a job
placement. The Job Service placement rules in both states restrict placement
credit to only those situations where the staff actually refers persons to
specific job openings.

Placement rules also make urban job service staff very critical of TJTC.
In urban offi:es in Baltimore and St. Louis, staff feel TJTC is primarily a
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windfall for fast food and service employers and their MACS. The downtown St.
Louis office does not even issue vouchers except on Friday afternoon. That

time is reserved for persons referred either by their employers or by SLATE.
In Baltimore the central office will voucher job seekers, however, it
primarily vouchers persons referred by private employment agencies or MACS.

There are several important difference' between the JTPA programs in
Baltimore and St. Louis. First, the Maryland Job Service has allowed the
Mayor's Office of Employment Development, the local JTPA program, to issue
vouchers. Thus in Baltimore, TJTC serves as a mode of coordination between
JTPA and the Job Service. In St. Louis, the Job Service monopoly on
vouchering has tinned TJTC into one more reminder of the turf battles between,
the Job Service and SLATE. Secondly, the Office of Employment Development i'
more interested in directly administering training and placement programs Vic.
is SLATE. Thus the Office of Employment Development is more involved in
promoting TJTC than is SLATE.

The city JTPA programs in Baltimore and St. Louis are similar, however,
the relationship of urban and suburban employment and training programs. In

contradiction of all labor market trends, the namesake counties which surround
the two cities have been designated as separate Service Delivery Areas (SDAS)
under JTPA and have established totally different job training agencies. Of

course the suburban programs are quite willing to give the depressed labor
market of the urban core to the city SDA, while they monopolize the booming
suburban job market. Ironically, with the tightening suburban labor market i
the past two years, both the Baltimore County and St. Louis County JTPA
programs have moved to open training slots to city program participants. In

fact the announcement of the two cooperative agreements were nearly
simultaneous.

While the JTPA programs have been moving toward increased cooperation,
the Job Service offices have been losing sight of their common goal of serving
a regional labor market. Particularly in Maryland, the two offices in
Baltimore County have been seeking to restrict the visits of employer
relations staff from city offices to high growth areas of the county.

' In contrast to the relationship of agencies in St. Louis and Baltimore,
the relationship of employment and training agencies in Kansas City is
completely different. If be.ng western means working-out logical cooperative
agreements, then Kansas City is Lally the first western city. Unlike St.
Louis where the line between the city and the county is nearly insurmountable
and the divisions between the Job Service and SLATE impervious to bridges, in
Kansas City the only line which is difficult to bridge is the Kansas boundary.
While the suburbs of Jackson County have a separate Private Industry Council
from that in Kansas City and the other metro counties, both PICs rely on the
Full Employment Council to administer the metro areas JTPA programs. The
state Job Service provides all intake and placement services for the Full
Employment Council. Since the Job Service also vouchers for TJTC, the tax
credit is fully integrated into the JTPA and Job Service placement systems of
the region. The only distinct area program is for younger summer employees.
A separate office places disadvantaged youth under 18 years of age. Since
most of its placements are in the public sector, there is litc
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of the special summer youth credit under TJTC.

In the other areas of Maryland and Missouri, the relationships of the Job
Service and JTPA agencies vary greatly. In most rural areas of Maryland and
many in Missouri, the Job Service is the primary service provider for all
employment and training program intake and job referral, playing a role much
like that in Kansas City. In more urbanized areas, such as in Prince Georges
County Maryland, in the suburbs of Washington, the JTPA program functions
independently of the Job Service. In Prince Georges County, the JTPA program
has sought to take control of job placement from Job Service. Yet JTPA has
performed little vouchering in recent years in the county, while the Job
Service office in the county has been the second most productive vouchering
office in the state.

While some rural areas in the two states are prosperous, both states
include regions with high unemployment and high rates of poverty. In 1982,
when Missouri per capita income was $10,403, thirteen counties, all in the
Ozarks, had per capita incomes below $6,000. Reflecting the comparative
wealth of urban areas, even St. Louis City had a per capita income slightly
above the state average. In 1983, Maryland's per capita income stood. at
$13,047, one of the highest in the nation. Yet that rate was distorted by the
extremely high levels around the nation's capital, where Montgomery County's
average was $19,738. The low income areas of Maryland, however, were in the
three far western counties (a part of Appalachia) and the lower Eastern Shore.
In the little Dixie region of Southeast Missouri, unemploymNt rates stood at
18.2 percent in Dunklin County and 16.6 in Pemiscot County. Both here and in
Maryland's lower Eastern Shore there were large numbers of poor rural blacks.34

Some of the rural counties provide interesting tests of TJTC utilization.
Particularly in Western Maryland, where there are six state Enterprise Zones,
offices have frequently combined TJTC and Enterprise Zone Tax Incentives to
offer employers state and federal wage subsidies in excess of $7,000 per
worker. Rural offices in Missouri have heavily vouchered eligible people. In
1983, sixty percent of the 16 and 17 year old youth vouchered under the
special TJTC summer credit were found eligible in offices outside the two big
metro areas. While much of this paper will focus on urban employment, the
non-urban areas should not be completely ignored.

The Job Service and JTPA programs in both states share one common
problem, significant budget cuts since the early 1980's. For instance, in the
year ending June 30, 1984, Baltimore City receive $7,594,609 in JTPA Title
II-A. By 1987, Title II-A funding had fallen to $6,872,472. Those cuts which
have reduced the JTPA funds available to subsidize OJT have increased the
interest in TJTC, at least in the Baltimore and Kansas City JTPA operations.
Yet, both JTPA and Job Service staff have been cut, reducing the likeiihwd
than as many TJTC vouchers will be issued in the late 1980's as in 1982.'33

While prosperity has returned to much of the country, including the St.
Louis and Baltimore metropolitan areas, the serious employment problems of the
disadvantaged in North St. Louis or East or West Baltimor,2, or in the
Appalachians and Ozarks, indicate some federal employment and training subsidy
might be needed. However, there is no reason from the above to believe TJTC
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is the proper form for, such a subsidy or if a subsidy will work to increase

the employment opportunities of the poor. The next part of this paper will

look at the long term income histories of a group of 1982 TJTC participants in

the two states to see if they benefited from the program.
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PART III

THE IMPACT OF TJTC UPON PARTICIPANT INCOMES

This study is a continuation of a report that focused upon the income
experiences of TJTC participants hired in Maryland and Missouri. The findings
of this section are a necessary first step in answering the question of
whether TJTC has a positive economic impact. If program participants
experience significant gains in earnings, there is at least some value in
TJTC. If earnings gains are not found, then TJTC has been unsuccessful and
should be allowed to expire. While the measurement of changes in earnings can
tell much about programs such as TJTC, there are limits to what can be known.

In this study, earnings for a year before participation in the program
are reviewed to provide base data. While that is a relatively long time, a
longer period would be even better, since many people experience spells of
poverty for more than a year followed by return to higher earnings. Even one
year of data may be insufficient then to assure that apparent income histories
are real and not aberrations.

More frustrating are the results of earnings analysis. The results of
this study are fairly clear. There seem to be short run positive changes
associated with TJTC participation, but, for most participants those changes
are transitory. Despite a large amount of demographic data on the persons
studied it cannot be known with certainty what caused the results.
Furthermore, even if fairly clear income gains are noted, it must be
remembered that income is not the only measure of success. Finally, the
longer term results are particularly subject to misinterpretation.

Long term earnings are used in this study to see if program participants
changed their pattern of employment and income after being hired under TJTC.
That is the basic question behind this project. However, there cannot be any
claim that a two year tax credit caused earnings to be either high or low five
years after hire under the program. What the study shows is what were the
long-term employment experiences after participating in TJTC. There is no
claim that TJTC caused certain patterns of earnings several years after the
credit ended.

The methodology used in the study of earnings, particularly, the
definition of the comparison group, are important issues that relate to the
interpretation of data. For a fuller discussion of the origins of the study
and the methodology, the 1985 report, The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit: An
Assessment, should be consulted. The procedures are reviewed briefly below.

Measurement Procedures

To measure the impact of TJTC upon participants, the initial study
tracked the incomes and work histories of persons hired under TJTC (on whom a
tax credit certification was requested) over a three year period, beginning
one year before employment under MC and extending two years atter the hire
date. The present study extends the post-hire income tracking for three
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years. The experiences of a comparison group of persons eligible for the

program were tracked, as well, to provide a standard against which changes

could be measured. Included in the study were 1,017 persons hired under TJTC

in Missouri and Maryland in the first six months of 1982 and a comparison

group of 791 persons found eligible in those states in that time period but

not hired under TJTC. Maryland and Missouri were selected not only because

they vigorously utilized TJTC as an employment incentive but also because

those states included a representative sample of industries, unemployment

rates, and per capita incomes. The time of hire, early 1982, was determined

by the fact that it was the most recent period after which two full years of

income data were available. It also came after major legislative and

administrative changes in the program, resulting from passage of the Economic

Recovery Tax Act of 1981. Because income data from only two states were used,

the results may not be representative of results for the entire country;

however, there is no reason to believe the two states were atypical.

The incomes and work histories of the persons hired and certified under

TJTC are examined beginning with the first full calendar quarter after hire,

since the wage records were by quarters. Records were tracked for eight

consecutive quarters from 1982 through 1984. The present study added income

from July 1985 to June 1986 and July, 1986 to June, 1987. Incomes were also

checked for the four quarters of 1981, the year before hire. Thus for each

worker hired under TJTC six years of income data have been reviewed. While

comparing the five post-hire years to the one pre-hire year provides some

measure of program impact, the earnings of a comparison group have been

tracked for a six year period to provide a reference point for the results.

The comparison group is composed of persons vouchered for TJTC during the

first six months of 1982 in the two states but never hired under the program.

Selecting the comparison group from among those vouchered but not

certified has both advantages and disadvantages over using a random sample

from the general population. Positively, the procedure assures that members

of the group were sufficiently active in the labor market in early 1982 to

have sought out the TJTC eligibility determination office in their community,

just as those vouchered and hired. A number of potential variables related to

the character of the job search, such as, dependence upon public employment

programs, have been eliminated from consideration by selecting the comparison

group from among persons vouchered. Negatively, using this selection

criterion introduced a potential difference between the comparison group and

those hired under TJTC. Those hired under the program were known to have

secured a job during the selection period; the comparison group members did

not have to do so. If the TJTC participants experienced only temporary gains

immediately after being hired, this selection procedure might have exaggerated

the significance of those gains relative to the comparison group. Alternative

methods for selecting a comparison sample, however, appeared to raise more

serious poSsibilities of biasing the results.

To reduce the number of variables, only persons from the four largest

groups eligible for TJTC are included in the study: low income youth, eighteen

to twenty-four years of age; recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent

Children; Vietnam era veterans; and vocational rehabilitation clients. These

four groups accounted for 83 percent of persons found eligible nationally in
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1984. The smallest excluded group, recipients of SSI, included less than one
percent of all eligible persons. The other excluded groups are low income
summer employees, under 18; general assistance recipients; cooperative
education students; and low income ex-felons. There are several reasons for
excluding these groups. The economically disadvantaged summer employee
category was not a category until 1983, the year after the hire period used in
this study. It is studied by a different procedure described in Part IV of
this report. Since the general assistance and AFDC groups are similar in that
both include "welfare recipients," only the larger was included in the study.
The other two excluded categories, the cooperative education students and the
ex-felons are excluded because different methods of evaluating program impact
are needed for them.

Another factor in sampling is the timing of the voucher relative to hire.
Since many persons on whom tax credits are received are hired before
eligibility is determined, it is imperative that two groups of employed
individuals be maintained. Those issued a voucher before hire and
subsequently hired under TJTC are the first group, called the vouchered group.
Those determined eligible after hire are called the retroactively certified,
since the credit was certified based upon information supplied after hire.
While some employers of the retroactively certified may have assumed they
would receive a tax credit on the worker at the time of hire, it is not known
with certainty that they believed the worker was eligible. It is assumed that
the employers of vouchered workers knew the credit was available, since they
submitted the voucher given them by the worker before the worker began
employment. By keeping the vouchered and the retroactively certified groups
distinct, any differences in incomes or work histories which might have
resulted from the timing of the determination of eligibility can be measured.

In addition to the different targeted groups and the timing of the
eligibility determination, several demographic factors affected the numbers
selected in the samples, including race, sex, and age. Sampling by these
factors both eliminates variables and insures sufficiently large samples by
race and sex so that conclusions can be reached for targeted persons with
specific race and sex characteristics. Since youth under 25, in all
categories, make up over half of certifications in each year, particular
attention is given to youth. Half of each of the three samples are youth
under 25 years of age, stratified between white males, white females, minority
males, and minority females. Because persons can be eligible in more than one
group, such as an AFDC recipient under 25 years of age, sampling for the non-
youth groups is restricted to persons over 24 years of age. AFDC recipients
and vocational rehabilitation clients under 25 are included in the youth
sample. Vietnam era veterans were not found under 25 years of age in 1982.
Consequently, the categories used in this study are more discrete than those
eligible for the program.

The comparison, the vouchered, and retroactively certified groups were to
include in each state no more than the following number of persors with the
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indicated characteristics:

Characteristic

Youth

# Characteristic

Vietnam Era Veterans

White male 50 Minority males 25

Wnite female 50 Minority males 25

Minority male '50

Minority female 50 AFDC Recipients
White females 50

Vocational Rehabilitation clients Minority females 50

White male and female 25

Minority male and female 25

Hence, at most 1,200 individuals were to be tracked in each state, four

hundred with the above characteristics, in each of the three groups.

Using Maryland as an example, these samples were pulled from populations

of the following sizes. There were 4,069 persons from whom to craw the

comparison group, 976 for the vouchered, and 725 for the retroactively

certified. Of the 4,069 in the comparison group, 2,144 were youth, 1,311 AFDC

recipients, 324 Vietnam era veterans, and 290 vocational rehabilitation

clients. The vouchered group included 499 youth, 291 AFDC recipients, 88

Vietnam era veterans, and 98 vocational rehabilitation clients. The

retroactively certified population totalled 652 youth, 48 AFDC recipients, 14

Vietnam era veterans, and 11 vocational rehabilitation clients. One result of

these subtotals was that the retroactive group, in both states, included fewer

than 400 total members, since the total population of retroactive participants

contained fewer than the maximum projected sample in the veteran, welfare,

handicapped and certain youth categories.

Two sources of data are used to describe characteristics of the samples,

to measure the incomes, and to track the employment histories of individuals.

First, TJTC program records (the TJTC applicant characteristics forms and

employer vouchers) provide data on the following: age, residence (urban or

rural), and date of participation. For those hired under TJTC, those records

also list the starting wage and the job title of the position into which the

worker was hired. Unemployment insurance wage records give gross income

information on each individual, with reported earnings from January 1981

through June 1987.

There are several important limitations in these data sources. For

example, since the employer vouchers for those hired under TJTC often are

submitted before the job seeker begins employment, it is possible that the

employment anticipated on a few of the forms never materialized. The

unemployment insurance wage data in Maryland and Missouri do not provide wage

information from other states. If a worker from St. Louis crosses into

Illinois to work, for example, income from that job would not appear on the

records. Another limitation of the unemployment insurance data is that only

wages are reported. Self employment income is not revealed. Finally, a small

percentage of employment is not covered by the unemployment insurance system.
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These limitaticns might result in some underestimation of incomes; however,
there is no reasor to believe the resulting inagpracies are more prevalent
among either the comparison or certified groups. 3°

While none of the limitations above should bias the results of the study
in favor of one group, there are some fundamental limitations in attempting to
assess program impact by tracking wage and related records over a three and a
half year time period. Care is required to interpret properly the meaning of
the data from the year before eligibility. This information is collected,
primarily, to check the similarities among the three groups. For the
categories other than youth, one year of earnings data is too little to make
generalizations upon the individuals' long term earning patterns. For youth,
averaging 21 years of age on June 30, 1982, the 1981 earnings are from the
19th or 20th year of age for the average individual. Whether or not the youth
participated in TJTC or any other program, some earnings gains would be
expected for a six year time period, at the end of which the 19 year old from
1981 would be 25 years of age. The importance of the comparison group,
considering these limitations, is that it provides a standard against which to
make a relative comparison of program impact :3/

In both states, problems have been encountered in finding a full
complement of eligible persons with certain characteristics. Ultimately,
1,808 individuals are included in the study, not 2,400 as planned. The
original study noted two important findings inherent in this smaller number.

o The vouchered group did not have 800 cases because 109 individuals
selected from state certification records did not really begin employment
for the employer receiving the certification. While it had been assumed
that this problem would be encountered to a small extent, with initial
sample sizes adjusted upward, accordingly, the magnitude of the problem
resulted in lower than expected usable samples in both states.
Likewise, a few of the retroactively certified were lost for the same
reason.

o Only the two white youth groups among the retroactively certified had a
full number of cases. In fact, five of the categories among the
retroactive participants had fewer than twenty members in the two states
and were dropped from the study. The minority youth and the minority
ABC categories among the retroactively certified had sufficient numbers
to be studied only when the entire population of TJTC participants with
those characteristics, not a sample, was included.

Table 2, below, shows the number of persons in each group, by characteristic,
included in the study.
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TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE, BY GROUP, MARYLAND AND MISSOURI

CHARACTERISTIC COMPARISON
GROUP

VOUCHERED
GROUP

RETROACTIVE
GROUP

ALL
GROUPS

White male youth 99 87 92 278

White female youth 100 90 93 283

Minority male youth 96 86 66 248

Minority female youth 99 84 64 247

White voc. rehab. 49 38 87

Minority voc. rehab. 50 37 87

Minority Viet. vet. 50 34 84

White Viet. vet. 50 48 98

White female AFDC 100 72 172

Minority female AFDC 98 87 39 224

GROUP TOTAL 791 663 354 1,808

Short-term Impact of TJTC Participation

The 1985 study found that the vouchered group and the comparison group

were remarkably similar in 1981, the pre-employment period. The retroactive

group, while also quite similar, showed a significantly higher pre-TJTC

employment income for the white youth and a significantly lower rate of

receipt of unemployment insurance. Nearly half of each group were residents

of central cities, however, again the retroactive participants differed from

the vouchered group. Only six percent of the retroactively vouchered were

from rural areas, in contrast to seventeen percent of the vouchered. The low

proportion of rural retroactivity probably resulted from the locations of the

businesses which are familiar with the retroactive provisions of the law.

Table 3, below, shows the mean income by category for each of the years

covered by the two studies. Generally, in 1982/83, the first year after

eligibility, there is a significant increase in the average (mean) earnings of

the members of the two TJTC participant groups relative to the comparison

group. The change in group average (mean) incomes indicates the magnitude of

the comparative increaws within each category. For example, while the

comparison group average (mean) income increased from $1,301 in he year

before eligibility to $1,836, the vouchered went from $1,469 to $4,115. The

retroactively certified income increased from $1,375 to $3,900. The

comparison group income increased by 41 per-grit compared to 180 percent for

the vouchered and 183 percent for the retroactive.

o All categories among the certified groups experienced 1982/83 earnings

significantly higher than their counterparts in the comparison group.
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o It is important to remember that because samples in this study were
balanced by race, sex, age, and group, the group averages CANNOT be
interpreted as averages for TJTC in general.

In general, the trends of the first year after certification continued
into the second year, with some notable exceptions and with the gap between
the comparison group and the two other groups being reduced considerably. In
the two veteran categories among the vouchered, which had shown the least
percentage difference in the first year relative to the comparison group,
there was not a significant difference in second year earnings. The mean
income of the small retroactive minority AFDC recipient category fell below
the mean income of the comparison group.

In the first two years of employment, half of the persons hired under TJTC
departed their job before the employer received $1,000 in credits. Since the
credit was 50 percent of the first year wages at the time, that meant half
earned less than $2,000 with the TJTC employer.

A detailed review of the experiences of youth participants is
instructive. In the first year after hire, while 11% of the youth in the
comparison group earned $5,000 or more, 35 percent of the vouchered group
earned at least that amount. Even more importantly, only three percent among
the comparison group had income above $8,000, while 16 percent of the
vouchered had achieved that income. In the second year, 23 percent of the
comparison group had achieved at least $5,000 in income, but by then 38
percent of the vouchered had that amount. Only 10 percent of the comparison
group was found above $8,000, while among the vouchered there were 22 percent.

o An important point is that the average program impact was not a result of
raising the incomes of all youth who participated by increiging the
length of employment slightly or reducing the job search period for all.
Rather, the average impact came from assisting a minority of eligible
persons to significantly improve their employment prospects, while
leaving the majority of participants unaffected by their participation
(at least in terms of mean earnings).

o Directly related to the income gains of a minority of TJTC participants,
the credits received by the employers of the most successful were much
higher than those received on the less successful.

The --tterns of credit usage are extremely significant. Only six percent
of persons earning under $5,000 in the first year made their employer qualify
for credits in excess of $3,000. In contrast, 68 percent of those earning
over $5,000 stayed with the initial employer long enough for at least $3,000
in credits to be earned, and 33 percent of this higher earnings group entitled
their employer to the full two year credit which existed under the old law.
These facts challenge the theory that the subsidy under TJTC could be much
lower without affecting impact. Most of the smaller credits were wasted, in
that they came from employment of no greater duration or human capital
development potential than that which eligible workers found on their own.
These patterns become no less pronounced with the inclusion of three
additional years of earnings data.
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LONG TERM INCOME HISTORIES

A review of the average incomes of the participants as well as the

control group for the year ending June 30, 1987 is both positive and negative.

Positively, average incomes have risen significantly. For example, the

typical minority male youth, hired under TJTC in early 1982 after being

vouchered, had $1,516 in paid income in 1981. By 1967, the annual figure rose

to $5,487. For the comparison group, the comparable figures are $1,155 and

4,277. Initially, it appears that minority youth were doing much better in

1987 than in 1981, and'the TJTC participants were doing better than non-

participants. However, such an assessment is not fully accurate.38

There are several reasons why the average income gains from 1981-1987 are

not very encouraging. Continuing the focus on minority male youth, $5,487 is

a dismally low annual income for a 26 year old man. It highlights the

magnitude of the problem described by William J. Wilson of "a shrinking pool

of 'marriageable' (that is economically stable) men" in urban AmericaA While

minority males hired under TJTC experienced significantly greater short term

earnings gains, the long-term income fell. The difference between the

vouchered and comparison group incomes on average are no longer significant in

1986/87. The simple message from these numbers is that TJTC may have provided

short run help but not sustained assistance. The 1986 changes in the program

only intensified this effect, abolishing the second year credit and reducing

the first.

Turning to all categories in the study, the patterns noted for minority

males are typical. The trend of average (mean) income after participation in

TJTC is one of rapid increase in the first year with a leveling off in the

last years. The comparison group members, by contrast, displayed less

spectacular increases in income each year, which after five years brought them

nearly level with the income levels of most participants. Table 3, below, and

Figure 1, show this trend.

Most participant categories do have higher mean incomes in 1987 than the

comparison category, but not significantly so. Retroactive youth (except

for minority females), white vocational rehabilitation clients, and welfare

recipients maintain significantly higher earnings in 1987 than their

counterparts in the comparison group. Most other participant categories are

only modestly ahead of similar categories in the comparison group after five

years. The differences are no longer significant. A few, including the two

Vietnam-era veteran groups and the retroactive minority welfare recipients are

actually behind the comparison category.

Further investigation of patterns of income gains by sub-categories

among participants, however, reveals there are patterns of significant long

term income impact. In certain cases, TJTC does seem to encourage more job

seekers and employers to enter into sustained employment relations which are

likely to break the poverty cycle. The key to understanding how to make the

credit have more impact is to find those factors in participant employment

experiences that correspond with sustained, significant income advantages over

the comparison group. The most important pattern may be the positive

correlation between the size of the first year credit and long-term earnings.
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GROUP

Regularly Vouchered

TABLE 3

MEAN INCOMES, BY GROUP AND YEAR

1981 1982/83 1983/84 1985/86 1986/87

White male youth 1292 4180 4827 6274@ 7013@White female youth 1335 3952 4035@ 4611 4632@
Minority male youth 1516 3647 4259 5050@ 5487@
Minority female youth 751 2647 2956 3997@ 4495@
White Voc. Rehab. 2834 6106 5980 8008 8714
Minority Voc. Rehab. 1008 4232 2960 3858@ 4049@
Minority Viet. Vet. 2590 4757 5547@ 5348@ 4648@White Viet. Vet. 3015 5143 4894@ 6284@ 6900@White AFDC 1147 4637 5570 7271 7157Minority AFDC 991 3946 4355 5605@ 5252@

Retroactively Vouchered

White male youth 2017 4882 5353 8178 8987
White female youth 1462 3811 4562@ 5468 6156
Minority male youth 907 3672 3808 6749 6443
Minority female youth 1135 3602 4041 4831 5675@Minority AFDC 914 3059 2427@ 3167@ 4463@

Comparison Group

White male youth 1318 1935 3143 4655 5142
White female youth 1239 2047 2441 3261 3725
Minority male youth 1155 1869 2578 3784 4277
Minority female youth 1143 1442 1745 3196 4259
White Voc. Rehab. 1533 1626 2271 3297 3749
Minority Voc. Rehab. 531 1206 1448 2180 2326
Minority Viet. Vet. 1516 2699 4133 6616 6343
White Viet. Vet. 2692 3224 4049 5297 6947White AFDC 1090 1467 2355 3188 3785Minority AFDC 1318 1560 2699 4750 4739

@ Indicates figure ie not significantly different than figure for same
comparison sub-group.



FIGURE 1

MEAN INCOMES BY GROUP AND YEAR, MARYLAND AND MISSOURI DATA
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In the earlier study, most attention was given to the analysis of

average (mean) earnings. Because of concern that the earnings of a few

persons might be skewing the results for all, it is important to look at the

median or middle income of persons in the various groups over the period.

Table 4, below shows these income figures. Except for the white vocational

rehabilitation clients and Vietnam era veterans the median incomes in the year

before hire of those regularly vouchered were not significantly different from

those of the comparison group. Because of the many individuals who only were

employed briefly under TJTC, the median incomes are somewhat lower than the

mean incomes in the first year after hire. Showing the impact of those whose

incomes returned to the low levels comparable to the comparison group, by 1987

the median incomes were generally far below the mean incomes. Only the white

AFDC category and Vocational Rehabilitation group had nearly identical median

and mean incomes. Those were the two groups with the highest incomes after

five years. The 1981 median incomes of the vouchered group were not much

different than those of the comparison group. Only the white vocational

rehabilitation group and the white Vietnam era veteran groups had 1981 median

incomes much above those of their counterparts in the comparison group.

The most disturbing result from these figures is the status of the

minority handicapped. Their mean income fell after the first year of hire and

40
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by 1987 they had the lowest mean income. Their median income of only $145
shows the problems this group has entering the competitive work force. Their
problems contrast starkly with the success of white handicapped individuals.
This discrepancy in incomes should be a matter of concern for all
rehabilitation programs.

TABLE 4

MEDIAN INCOME BY GROUP AND YEAR

GROUP

REGULARLY VOUCHERED

1981

INCOME
1982/83

INCOME
1983/84
INCOME

1985/86
INCOME

1986/87
INCOME

White Male Youth $283 $3656 $3770 $4471 $3614
White Female Youth 359 3793 3343 2029 2392Minority Mak Youth 336 2824 2367 3167 2887
Minority Female Youth 154 1936 1875 2477 1491
White Voc. Rehab. 1441 5735 4117 6287 8094Minority Voc. Rehab. 0 2531 529 518 145
Minority Viet Vet 786 4652 4665 4013 706White Viet Vet 1135 3861 2142 2779 3271White AFDC 100 4324 5101 7030 7151
Minority AFDC 461 2859 2290 2965 2437

COMPARISON GROUP
Whitemale Youth $52 $350 $369 $284 $1White Female Youth 369 650 102 496 688
Minority Male Youth 164 377 1086 1423 1830
Minority Female Youth 130 0 0 757 1087White Voc. Rehab. 42 0 0 0 0Minority Voc. Rehab. 0 .0 0 0 0Minority Viet Vet. 326 1040 844 2866 3033White Viet. Vet. 153 931 2145 0 1White AFDC 0 46 253 409 576Minority AFDC 116 0 423 1241 1099

The median income data become more informative if the groups are divided
by 1987 income levels. Using Maryland data, which includes more individual
information on participant backgrounds, it is possible to correlate a number
of factors with 1987 income level to see if a variety of personal or
employment characteristics correlate with high 1987 incomes. Individuals weresorted using $7,500 as the division point between a high and low 1987 incomes.
Important differences appear in pre-employment median income, and median first
year credits between the regularly vouchered, the retroactively vouchered, andthe comparison group. Table 5, below, shows. the 1981 median income and the
median first year credit for those with 1987 incomes aoove $7,499 and those
below $7,500.
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TABLE 5

MEDIAN INCOMES AND CREDITS, BY GROUP AND 1987 INCOME LEVEL, MARYLAND DATA

GROUP

Regularly Vouchered

1987 INCOME ABOVE $7,499

1981 MEDIAN MEDIAN 50%

INCOME CREDIT

1987 INCOME BELOW $7,500

1981 MEDIAN MEDIAN 50%

INCOME CREDIT

White male youth $725 $1809 $955 $483

White female youth 1299 1284 534 954

Minority male youth 844 509 6 807

Minority female youth 161 294 106 394

White Voc. Rehab. 26 3000 1257 577

Minority Voc. Rehab. 1956 2049 0 1038

Minority Viet. Vet. 315 2837 711 719

White. Viet. Vet. 2865 613 66 1143

White AFDC 0 3000 40 665

Minority AFDC 310 2375 0 492

GROUP SU T62-5" sT 632

Retroactively Vouchered

White male youth 1873 330 755 677

White female youth 1509 976 807 743

Minority male youth 285 1421 74 610

Minority female youth 577 2297 13 720

Minority AFDC 121 698 0 810

Comparison Group

White male youth 1144 1181

White female youth 2389 585

Minority male youth 508 353

Minority female youth 2045 215

White Voc. Rehab. 462 449

Minority Voc. Rehab. 386 0

Minority Viet. Vet. 1486 143

White Viet. Vet. 6661 90

White AFDC 1521 0

Minority AFDC 925 0

GROUP 112g 0-

The regularly vouchered have particularly interesting patterns. For four

groups -- the white male youth, white handicapped, minority Vietnam veterans,

and white welfare recipients --the 1981 median income for the high income

group was lower than the median for those with low income in 1987. For two

other high income groups, the minority female youth and minority female AFDC

group, the 1981 median was insignificantly higher than the median for those
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with low 1987 income. For seven of the high income groups, the median first
year credit was higher than the median credit for the low income group. Two
of the high income groups had the full $3,000 credit as their median. By
contrast, the 1987 high income recipients in the comparison group consistently
had higher median incomes in 1981 than did the low income recipients. Six of
the ten comparison group categories had significantly higher medians.

These results indicate that participation in TJTC may provide the
opportunity to change earnings patterns. The relationship between pre-
employment income and long-term higher income is more random than for members
of the comparison group. In a number of cases, the credit size correlates
with higher income, showing the credit may have been important in changing
opportunity. Before reaching this conclusion a number of other factors from
the Maryland samples were correlated with high and low income in 1987.
Starting wage, job classification, industry of the TJTC employer, age, place
of residence, and agency determining eligibility were checked, with no
consistent results. Thus the conclusions regarding the relationship of
earnings and credits is the only one to emerge from a detailed analysis of the
samples.

The retroactively vouchered were a special case. The high income
retroactive categories consistently have higher pre-employment medians than
the low income categories. This would indicate that the tax credit might be
irrelevant to the income experiences of the retroactively certified. This
result would reinforce the view that retroactive credits are windfalls.

RETROACTIVE CREDITS

As noted in the 1985 study, the first fact that is clear from a review of
retroactive TJTC certifications is that th3y were not received on a cross
section of eligible persons. Primarily, businesses received retroactive
credits on white youth. This fact is disturbing, particularly in Maryland,
since for TJTC as a whole a majority of participants are black. It means, as
well, that the handicapped and Vietnam era veterans did not participate in
this part of the program. When welfare recipients were hired, they were hired
into the lowest paying positions. There is the possibility that many of the
retroactive youth were eligible for the program.

To learn more about the retroactive group, the Maryland retroactive
sample was examined in detail. Several patterns emerged. There were
essentially two groups of retroactives. Those found eligible within one day
of hire and those found eligible two or more days after beginning work. This
sorting resulted in groups of nearly identical number, with 105 and 106 cases
respectively. Seventy-nine percent of those found eligible immediately after
hire worked primarily for restaurants and service businesses compared to 59
percent of the later eligible persons. The starting wages of those
immediately determined eligible were lower than the late determinations:
$3.30/hour compared to $3.58. Those immediately determined eligible were much
more likely to be minorities (70 percent) than the late determinations (44
percent). Those immediately determined eligible had pre-employment annual
income of $982 compared to $1,554 for the late determinations. The mean
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annual income for those vouchered before hire in the Maryland sample was

$1,326. In the first year after TJTC employment, those immediately vouchered

earned $3,105 compared to $4,295 for the late determinations and $4,204 for

the regularly vouchered. By 1987, those determined eligible within a day of

hire earned $5,033, while the persons determined eligible later earned $7,886,

and the vouchered earned $6,021.

This analysis indicates there was an important difference within the

retroactively eligible. A large segment are very disadvantaged individuals,

who gain little from their TJTC participation. Another group, of about equal

size, are the least disadvantaged of TJTC participants. This group comes into

TJTC with higher pre-employment earnings. The group experiences earnings

gains somewhat greater than those of persons vouchered before hire. However,

the key difference between the vouchered and those determined eligible several

days or more after hire is that the latter seem to be less disadvantaged.

There are two ways to interpret this information. The most negative

view is that many of the persons determined eligible several days after hire

are not eligible, but qualify as a result of errors in the eligibility

determination process. A more positive view would show the retroactives

determined eligible several days after hire had the greatest employment gains.

Yet these income gains are raised significantly by the relatively high

earnings of white male youth.

The concern with ineligible persons incorrectly certified under the

retroactive.procedures is based upon the experiences of Jcb Service staff.

Particularly in suburban Job Service offices, many children of middle class

families are sent by MACS to see if they qualify under rules that allow for

self-supporting young adults to be declared independent of their families.

The MACS contend that such youth are self-supporting and disadvantaged, since

they have little personal income.

o A detailed review of retroactive determinations raises disturbing

questions about how disadvantaged many retroactive participants are.

o There clearly are patterns of the handicapped and Vietnam era veterans

not being certified retroactively and of low starting wages for

minorities hired into retroactive positions.

Relationship of Credits and Earnings

Since the current TJTC provides only a one year credit, the relationship

of the full first year credit to long term earnings is an important topic for

investigation. ,If participants are divided between those retained

sufficiently for the full credit to have been received in 1982 and those not

so retained, a strong correlation is found between the full $3,000 credit and

five year earnings. Generally, those retained for the $3,000 credit

experienced a major increase in earnings in the first year of participation.

Subsequently, they remained at that level of earnings. Those not retained for

the full credit, by contrast, experienced income histories almost precisely

like those of the comparison group. Figure 2 and Table 6 below show these

trends.
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The contrast between the earnings of minority females retained for the
full $3,000 credit and those not retained is particularly encouraging.
Unfortunately, only 17 percent of the minority males and 11 percent of the
females were retained for the full first year credits. Figures 3 and 4, on
page 16, graph the mean incomes of minority youth by credit size and group.

o As observed with short-term data from the previous study, this
information would indicate consideration should be given to adjusting
the credit formula to reward or encourage retention. The 120 hour
retention requirement added to TJTC in 1986 is too short to be
meaningful.

o Large credits did not particularly help minority males. The income
gains of minority males after five years were not as dramatic as those
of minority females. Also, only small numbers of minority Tales were
retained for full credits. This result is a major problem.40
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INCOME MEANS IN DOLLARS BY SIZE OF FIRST YEAR CREDIT
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TABLE 6

MEAN INCOMES, BY GROUP, YEAR, AND CREDIT SIZE

GROUP

Regularly Vouchered

White male youth,

White female youth

Minority male youth

Minority female youth

White Voc. Rehab.

Minority Voc. Rehab.

Minority Viet. Vet.

White Viet. Vet.

White AFDC

Minority AFDC

Retroactively Voucher

White male youth

White female youth

Minority male youth

Minority female youth

Minority AFDC

$3000 Credit
Under 3000

.STODaedit
Under 3000
3' 00

Under 3000
3000 Credit
Under 3000
"3000 Credit
Under 3000
3000 Credit
Under 3000
3000 Credit
Under 3000
0000 U-Cii-dit

Under 3000
7067CFidit
Under 3000
$000 Credit
Under 3000

e d

$3000 Credit
Under $3000
3000 it
Under 3000
3000 Credit
Under 3000
3000 Credit
Under 3000
3000 Credit
Under 3000

1981 1982/83 1983/84 1985/86 1986/87

2999
1727
24 1

1352
573
974

2149
877

falg
751

3292 10836 11750 11393 12637

940 3010 3610 5374 6024

1273 WE 703- STS-S'@ TSTR
1350 2708 3272 4354 4827

7221- 8468 87:3" 71-3 6519@

1345 2628 3311 4538 5268

839 8178 7196 7162 9236

740 1938 2447 3617 3926

2548 fig 5T 9846 11790 fTMT
2966 3406 4196 6262 6367

247T 9705 5409 7105 724"

465 2204 2052 2512 2539

32-4-5 .$7,7 9651 6407@ 7829

2390 3654 4284 5021 3670

5296 12187 f2Tig 11-027 11563

2337 3049 2738 4676 5514

545 5808 5329 7276 707
1263 2958 4535 5778 5606

1371 8586 9094 10514 8766

877 2561 2939 4140 4203

10427 9757 12966 14008

3241 4050 6761 7502

9284 .8-2-0 Mg@ 5722@

3225 4172 5340 6202

70 ig4 6701 069@ 7161@

3000 3309 6425 6299

8170. 7691 7475 8117

2437 3110 4157 5054

6986 772 4770@ 5767@

2344 1F132 2875 4228

@ Indicates mean for those retained for $3000 credit is not significantly

higher than the mean for those in the sub-group not retained for full credit.
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Although the full credit correlates with higher subsequent earnings, the
credit is not necessarily the factor in the experiences of the TJTC

participants which causes retention. While not fully conclusive, one test is

to compare the strength of the relationship between the credit and later

earnings with that between earnings in the year before hire and later wages.

The 1987 earnings of all persons included in the study were correlated with

1981 wages. For those certified, the 1987 wages were also correlated with the

first year credit. Table 7, below shows those correlations that were

significant.

TABLE 7

CORRELATION OF 1981 WAGES AND FIRST YEAR CREDITS WI1H 1987 EARNINGS

1981 EARNINGS CORRELATED

GROUP WITH 19d7 EARNINGS

REGULARLY VOUCHERED

FIRST YEAR CREDIT
WITH 1987 EARNINGS

White Male Youth .290*** .274***

White Female Youth .049 .021

Minority Male Youth .165 .015

Minority Female Youth .153 .244**

White Voc. Rehab. .187 .378**

Minority Voc. Rehab. .408** .396**

Minority Viet Vet .014 .329*

White Viet Vet .344** .108

White AFDC .037 .372***

Minority AFDC .158 .413***

RETROACTIVELY VOUCHERED
White Male Youth .236** .336***

White Female Youth .026 .086

Minority Male Youth .153 .105

Minority Female Youth .389*** .446***

Minority AFDC .158 .010

COMPARISON GROUP
White male Youth .272***

White Female Youth .205*

Minority Male Youth .139

Minority Female Youth .191*

White Voc. Rehab. .200

Minority Voc. Rehab. .594***

Minority Viet Vet. .095

White Viet. Vet. .326**

White AFDC .248***

Minority AFDC .250***

*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at the 2.5% level.

***Significant at the 1% level.
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There are a number of ways to interpret these results. The more frequent
correlation of comparison group income in 1981 with 1987 income orobably
arises from the large numbers of people with zero income. However, the more
frequent correlations of 1987 incomes with credits in 1982 rather than
earnings in 1981 probably shows the credit had some impact upon employment not
based in 1981 earnings experiences. This conclusion cannot be reached
categorically from the data. Despite considerable information on the
participants, no doubt there are personal differences between people that
could have caused both long retention with the employer receiving the credit
and earnings over the next five years.

Consolidating the data above would indicate that for many targeted
groups, particularly minority females, the white handicapped, welfare
recipients, and minority Vietnam era veterans, the size of the tax credit does
launch the person on an earnings path significantly different than that of
those job seekers who entitle their employer to little or no credit. This
finding does not claim that the earnings five year after hire are directly
influenced by the credit. Rather, the credit, if it is of long duration,
correlates with sufficiently long amployment with one employer that there is a
likelihood that the person will permanently change earnings patterns.

If the focus is narrowed to those persons eligible only for a credit in
excess of $3,000, the results of correlations indicate no significant
relationship exists between pre-employment income and the wages earned in the
first year of employment. Minority males showed a strong correlation between
earnings in the first year under TJTC and earnings at the end of five years.
However, the minority males did not do particularly better if retained for the
full credit than if not retained. The only other significant correlation for
youth is one between pre-employment wages of white females and wages five
years after hire. That correlation 'ends to confirm other data which show
little positive impact of TJTC for that group. For non-youth groups, there is
little relationship between 1981 and 1987 incomes, however, income in the
first year of employment strongly correlates with income five years later.

o Generally, those on whom a $3,000 credit was received do not seem to be
particularly less disadvantaged than those on whom smaller credits were
earned. The size of the credit does have a potentially valid
relationship with changes in earnings patterns.

CONCLUSIONS

In the earlier study, earnings in 1982/83 were correlated with income and
other factors, using $5,000 as the threshold. As might be expected, the 1987
income for the 1982/83 high income group remained significantly higher than
that for those receiving under $5,000. The average (mean) income for the high
group was $8,560, that for the low group was only $4,688. While minority
female youth are riot well represented in the high income group in 1982/33, it
is important to recall that minority male youth are represented
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proportionally. As with the information on credit size, this correlation

indicates that consideration be given to offering a greater credit under TJTC

to those employers that provide the highest first year wage or greatest

retention.

Not all correlations proved significant. For example, the industry of

the TJTC employer does not correlate strongly with higher income after five

years. There is a noticeable pattern among employers retaining workers for

the full credit which differs from that of the businesses with lower

retention. The companies with high rates of worker retention are more than

twice as likely to be manufacturers than are those with low rates. In

contrast, the low retention companies are much more likely to be restaurants.

Yet, while the average (mean) income in 1986/87 was $6,961 for persons whose

initial TJTC employer was in construction, manufacturing or communications,

that figure is not significantly higher than the $5,826 for persons hired in

1982 by restaurants.

For minority males the detailed Maryland records have been reviewed to

see if any industrial correlations are significant. The numbers are extremely

small, with only 43 persons among the regularly vouchereds, Those employed by

. onstruction and manufacturing firms showed remarkable income changes. In the

year before hire under TJTC, the construction workers had average (mean)

income of $781 and for the factory workers it was $1519. These means were

neither the highest nor lowest of industrial classifications. The factory and

construction workers had the highest starting wages and the highest 1987

incomes. The construction workers had mean 1987 incomes of $8801 and the

factory workers $8320. While the numbers are too few to draw conclusions with

certainty, the iMpli,lations would confirm the observations of William

Crossland that factors gird construction laboriug jobs offer the best

opportunities to disadvantaged minority males.'"

Generally, the above results are especially important since the current

design of TJTC does not reward employers or industries with good retention.

Rather, the present credit is heavily ?Jaded up-front, rewarding equally

short-term employers and those offeri% gable job opportunities. Any change

in the credit to encourage retention should be guided by the commitment to

continuation of open availability of the credit to all interested

participants. One of the major benefits of TJTC's design is its

responsiveness to tie labor market.

o Maintaining the current rate of the credit, while ilcreasing the length

of time and the amount of wages on whiC.; credit is earned might

serve this dual goal.

These comments, of course, relate to the in effect in 1982. The impact

of the 1986 changes, which eliminated 1 year credit and imposed a

minor retention requirement, and the impact if the hiatus period on credit

utilization, clarify the changes that are neLed in the program if it is to be

made effective.
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PART IV

THE IMPACT OF THE REENACTMENT DELAY

The previous analysis has focused upon the long-term impact of TJTC upon
1982 participants. There is another factor affecting program impact in recent
years -- the delay in reenactment of the program in 1986. The previous
authorization of TJTC expired on January 1, 1986. When the credit was not
reenacted at that point, an extremely difficult nine and a half month period
began during which potentially eligible job seekers and employers were given
confusing information at best about the program's survival. At times the
program appeared on the verge of reenactment, such as in late Winter and early
Spring of 1986. By late Spring and early Summer, the forecast was more bleak.
The state administering agencies which had continued to anticipate renewal
accepted the advice of the Department of Labor and ended operations. In late
summer, as tax reform moved through Congress, the prospect of TJTC reenactment
became more positive. On October 22, 1986, with the signing of tax reform,
TJTC was restored retroactively to January 1, 1986.42

This hiatus period, January 1, 1986 to October 22, 1986 introduced a
special element into the analysis of TJTC. There are several reasons why the
impact of this period needs study in any evaluation of TJTC.

o Even the briefest review of program data, such as the number of
certifications issued, indicates the hiatus period correlates in many
states with major changes in the quantity of TJTC utilization by job
seekers and employers. Whether this change in utilization related to
the hiatus period or the changes in the credit needs study.

o The phase out and reenactment process added a fascinating chapter
to the administrative history of TJTC, as state Job Services, JTPA
agencies, and the Department of Labor had a renewed opportunity to
implement the program.

o The changes in the new credit, particularly the minor retention
requirements and reduction in the credit, can provide a test of the
recommendations in the first part of this study related to
encouragement of retention.

National vouchering and certification data from the Department of Labor
shows vouchers fell by 37 percent and certifications by 27 percent from 1985
to 1987. Table 8 shows the change in number of vouchers issued between fiscal
year 1985 and calendar year 1987. The table also shows the change in
unemployment rate from the end of each of those periods. New York vouchered
$8,000 people in 1987 compared to 151,000 in 1985, a drop of 55 percent.
Vouchering declined by 45 percent in Minnesota, 33 percent in California, ,and
30 percent in Florida. Only a few states, such as South Dakota and Iowa had
modest increases.4.3
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TABLE 8
VOUCHERING AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE CHANGES BY. STATES, 1985 TO 1987

STATE VOUCHERS VOUCHERS CHANGE CHANGE

1985 1987 1987-1985 UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Alabama 22522 19246 -3276 -0.3%

Alaska 3718 2827 -891 2.6%

Arizona 16705 13075 -3630 -0.2%

Arkansas 24160 21282 -2878 -0.3%

California 66163 44361 -21802 -1.2%

Colorado 6173 4982 -1191 2.7%

Connecticut 8363 3389 -4974 -1.3%

Dist. of Col. 8354 2744 -5610 -2.8%

Florida 78760 54984 -23776 -1.2%

Georgia 37991 22392 -15599 -1.4%

Hawaii 3689 1865 -1824 -1.7%

Idaho 7253 6387 -866 2.2%

Iowa 18710 18734 24 -1.2%

,Kansas 14837 8682 -6155 0.5%

Kentucky 28236 21006 -7230 -0.1%

Louisiana 21379 23055 1676 1.3%

Maine 7232 4083 -3149 0.6%

Maryland 36302 1394E, -22353 -0.1%

Michigan 46471 22605 -23866 -1.6%

Minnesota 24767 13490 -11277 0.2%

Mississippi 6990 7233 243 0.4%

Missouri 47570 44330 -3240 0.6%

Montana 3887 2585 -1302 1.1%

Nebraska 6322 4008 -2314 0.3%

Nevada 4753 2975 -1778 -1.2%

New Hampshire 2828 1614 -1214 -0.3%

New Jersey 18147 8752 -9395 -0.8%

New Mexico 8949 6167 -2782 0.2%

New York 151550 68684 -82866 -1.5%

North Carolina 36985 19751 -17234 0.3%

North E.kota 5034 3982 -1052 0.7%

Ohio 94021 89674 -4347 -2.0%

Oklahoma 17758 13942 -3816 1.1%

Oregon 28798 22562 -6236 0.8%

Pennsylvania 34250 38278 4028 -1.4%

Rhode Island 2296 793 -1503 -0.1%

South Carolina 19021 8574 -10447 -1.0%

South Dakota 7373 8602 1229 0.2%

Tennessee 23356 18028 -5328 -0.8%

Texas 82660 78661 -3999 1.2%

Utah 7823 9853 2030 1.2%

Vermont 8350 2258 -6092 -0.5%

Virginia 31253 20683 -10570 -1.3%

Washington 38324 26184 -12140 0.6%

West Virginia 11314 7119 -4195 -1.8%

Wyoming 1356 1034 -322 3.0%
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There is a positive correlation between changes in the unemployment rate
and vouchering. One interpretation of the correlation would be that TJTC
declined because, with lower unemployment rates, there was less need for the
program. However, there is another equally plausible explanation. The state
vouchering agencies receive funding under a formula directly related to the
unemployment rate. The decline in funding that accompanied the general
decline in the unemployment rate reduced staff available to issue vouchers.
This explanation was the primary one given by staff in Maryland and Missouri
for tie decline.

METHODOLOGY

This part of the study is based upon the analysis of data on program
participants in Maryland and Missouri in 1987 compared to 1985, the year
before the hiatus period. Maryland experienced a dramatic decline of 61
percent in vouchering and a 42 percent drop in certifications. Missouri had
only a seven percent decline in vouchering and a one percent increase in
certifications. Most states with high utilization rates of vouchering had
decreases more like Maryland than: Missouri.

For Maryland and Missouri the following information was correlated before
and after the hiatus period:

1.) The targeted group of persons hired,

2.) Vouchering numbers by agency,

3.) Industrial classifications of employers and other employer data,
and

4.) Wage ranges and job classifications of participants.

In addition, in Maryland only, the race and sex of persons certified was
correlated. Race and sex characteristics were ho longer recorded in Missouri.
The sources for the information in this section were the TJTC reports and
records of the state administering agency. Primarily, the analysis used
information on participants in the fourth quarters, (October -December) of
1985 and 1987. These quarters were selected because the fourth quarter of
1985 was the last quarter of the old program and the fourth quarter of 1987
was the most recent before this study for which all reports were complete.
The fourth quarter was also used because it did not include the summer
employment period reviewed in Part V.

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

In Maryland there has been little change in the distribution of program
participants by sex or race. As shown in Figure 5, in the fourth quarter of
1985, 29.5 percent of participants were white, while in 1987, 34 percent. In
1985 55.2 percent of participants were women, while in 1987 61.2 percent.
Minority females comprised 39.5 percent of people hired under TJTC in 1985 and
41.8 percent in 1987. The percent of minority males fell froi 30.8 percent in
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1985 to 24.2 percent in 1987. In the same period the percentage of persons
hired under TJTC who were age 19-24 fell from 64.9 percent in 1985 to 54.6

percent in 1987. Historically, the rise in the white percentage from 1985 to
1987 was not significant, since in 1983 33.1 percent of participants were

white. What was different was the percentage who were females.

o Persons hired under TJTC tended to be older and more often females
after the hiatus period, while the proportion of minority males
declined.

This fact is clearly reflected in Figure 6, which shows the shift in
participants hired from the various targeted groups. In 1985, 60 percent of

the persons hired in the fourth quarter in Maryland were in the youth category
and 20 percent in the AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) category,

the next largest. In 1985 in Missouri 66 percent were youth and 17 percent

were in AFDC recipients. By 1987, the youth group accounted for only 48
percent of eligible persons in Maryland and 60 percent in Missouri. The

welfare category had risen to 26 Tercent of Maryland participants and 20
percent of Missouri's. For all of 1985, only 14 percent of those hired in
Maryland were in the welfare category, basically unchanged from the 13.8
percent in 1983. By 1987, the annual percentage in Maryland was 21 percent.
Also, the relationship of the proportion of vouchered in the various
categories to the proportion hired no longer followed the patterns of previous
years.

In the years before the hiatus period, a greater proportion of the youth
who were vouchered were hired, while fewer AFDC recipients found jobs.

Whereas 51 percent of vouchers in Maryland in 1985 went to youth, they were

56 percent of certified hires. In Missouri 56 percent of vouchers were given

to youth, but they led to 61 percent of the certifications. One third of the

vouchers in Maryland in 1985 went to people in the AFDC category, but they
were only 21 percent of the certified hires. In Missouri in 1985, AFDC
recipients received 17 percent of the vouchers but were only 13 percent of the

certified hires. In 1987 these relationships became much less

disproportionate. AFDC recipients in Maryland accounted for 25 percent of

vouchers and 28 percent of certifications. Youth received 55 percent of

vouchers and 58 percent of certifications.

These changes can be explained by the dramatic change in program
utilization, the numbers of persons being determined eligible and placed under

TJTC. The decline in those numbers can be attributed to several factors, some
related to the unique relationship of TJTC to employment and training goals of
the vouchering agencies and others resulting from the use of TJTC by the

business community.
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FIGURE 5
SEX AND RACE OF MARYLAND TJTC PARTICIPANTS, 4TH QUARTER DATA 1985 AND 1987
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VOUCHERING BY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AGPWIES

There were two especially significant changes in vouchering by agencies
that corresponded to the hiatus period. First, the agencies greatly reduced

the numbers being vouchered. In the fourth quarter of 1985, 8,429 persons
were vouchered in Maryland, while in 1987 only 3,272. In Missouri 10,136
vouchers were issued from October to December, 1985, but only 7,669 in the
same period in 1987. While vouchers were falling by 157 percent in Maryland,
certifications declined only 62 percent. In Missouri, vouchers declined by 24

percent and certifications by 14 percent. Thus the percentage of vouchers
resulting in a certification in Maryland changed from 42 percent in 1985 to 67
percent in 1987. In Missouri they went from 46 percent in 1985 to 51 percent.
From a purely bureaucratic perspective, the placement rate greatly improved in
this time period. However, a more detached examination reveals that what
changed was the percentage of vouchers issued to people with jobs. In 1985,

19.7 percent of vouchers issued in Maryland were retroactive, while in 1987,
39.9 percent were. Comparable figures are not known for Missouri, but the St.
Louis offices ceased general vouchering in this time period, a fact that would
imply the trend was comparable in that state.

In Maryland and, at least in the St. Louis area of Missouri, a
fundamental change in the Job Service's utilization of TJTC was occurring.
It resulted froin the coincidence of two phenomena, a decline in Job Service
interest or ability to voucher, while TJTC management assistance firms, which
primarily generate work retroactively, continued to send new employees to the
Job Service at the 1985 rate. Consequently, the character of Job Service
vouchering changed dramatically. In 1985, 76.9 percent of all Maryland Job
Service vouchers were issued to persons not already hired. These people were
offered the voucher, as 'ntended by the original TJTC program, to help them on
their job search. In 1981, only 17 percent of Maryland Job Service vouchers
were issued to persons without jobs.

o In numerical terms, the Job Service issued 5,520 vouchers in the
last quarter of 1985 to disadvantaged job seekers in Marl and; it
issued only 404 in 1987, a decline of 5,116.

o In contrast, vouchering to persons with jobs fell only 351, from 1,657
to 1,306.

The decline in retroactive vouchers may have resulted from the token retention
requirement of the new law. That requirement caused some firms to delay the
vouchering of employees until the three week retention requirement had been
met.

Making the situation more difficult for disadvantaged and handicapped
persons relying on the credit for improved job opportunities, JTPA vouchering
activity in Maryland also continued to decline. The decline in JTPA activity
actually beyan to decrease with the ending of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA), in 1982, not with the hiatus period. In 1983, the last
year with CETA activity, the CETA/JTPA offices vouchered 6,085 people, of whom
2,296 became employed. These were peopii issued a vou 'ler as part of their
job search. They were not being given retroactive vouchers. By 1985, JTPA
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programs issued only 3,693 vouchers, resulting in 1,887 placements. The
performance standards of JTPA appear to have driven the programs to avoid
providing services to high risk applicants. By 1987, JTPA programs in the
state issued 1,647 vouchers of which 873 led to certifications. Figure 7
graphs the annual total of vouchers issued by the various categories of
vouchering agencies in Maryland in 1983, 1985, and 1987. Missouri data are
not included because in Missouri nearly all vouchers are issued by the Job
Service.

There are greater problems for the urban disadvantaged than are revealed
by the reduced number of vouchers issued. There also was a shift in the
location of offices issuing this reduced volume of vouchers. Where in 1985,
46.9 percent of the Maryleld Job Service vouchers were initiated in Baltimore
City, only 39.1 percent emanated from the city in 1987. In Missouri L3.2
percent of vouchers issued in 1985 were from St. Louis. In 1987 only 19.8
percent. Vouchering in the suburbs of Baltimore grew from 19 percent of
activity to 25.9 percent. In the St. Louis suburbs it grew from 8.5 to 11.1
percent. This shift in vouchering location, most probably resulted from the
concentration of retroactive credit users in the suburban malls and commuter
corridors.

The only encouraging development in agency vouchering in Maryland during
the period was the continuity in vouchering levels at vocational
rehabilitation offices, tht offices of the stal:e prison and probation agency,
and other specialized agencies, such as the Montgomery County Pre-release Unit
in the suburbs of the nation's capital. That these agencies maintained
vouchering levels at previous rates is a clue to the reason for the decline in
vouchering at the Job Service and JTPA agencies. While such agencies did not
actually issue vouchers in Missouri, tt,ey continued to show greater intet2st
in TJTC than did the Job Service.

In recent years, both JTPA and job Service offices in Maryland and
Missouri have been required to meet performance standards which are heavily
weighted toward placement rates and starting wage rates. Both types of
agencies have been enccaraged by performance standards to reduce the ratio
between clients enrolled and placed. Since there is insufficient funding to
greatly increase placements, the easy route to improve the ratio is to keep
constant the number of clients enrolled. That policy goal conflicts with
bringing a mass of TJTC eligible clients to the office to be vouchered and
then allowing these clients to conduct their own job search. Further
inhibiting JTPA and Job Service interest in vouchering has been the funding
and administrative confusion in the last few years. Some new administrators
in the employment and training system, emphasizing entrepreneurial management,
have only made matters worse by seeking fees for service. The fact that TJTC
is . program that should make placement easier is not important to some
program administrators.

In Missouri the major change in vouchering location has been the shift to
rural offices. In 1985, 30.4 percent of vouchers were issued outside the St.
Louis and Kansas City metro areas, compared to 44.8 percent in 1987. One
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FIGURE 7

VOUCHERING BY AGENCY TYPE, MARYLAND, 1983, 1985, 1987
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factor in the increase in rural vouchering was the different approach of those

offices. While St. Louis offices generally vouchered only when asked to do so

by an employer, rural offices continued to voucher voluntarily. They provide

vouchers to any applicant who might use one.

A factor which idhibited Job Service and JTPA interest in TJTC has been
the absence of strong support for the program from the U. S. Department of

Labor (USDOL), particularly since renewal. Having not been paid by USDOL to

administer the program until the middle of 1987, Job Service interest in

vouchering declined after 1985. In contrast, the prison system and vocational
rehabilitation agencies, which never expected funding for vouchering, have

eagerly embraced the vogram as a placement tool. Those agencies provided

some of the strongest support for the credit's reenactment in 1986. They were

not led to vouchering by the Department of Labor in earlier years, and they
have not been encouraged, since 1985, to abandon vouchering by the lack of

support for TJTC from USDOL. In retrospect, TJTC has been damaged by the

hiatus period. The magnitude of the damage is illustrated by a review of

employer utilization before and after the hiatus.
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EMPLOYER UTILIZATION PATTERNS

The decline in the numbers of persons vouchered obviously reduced the
number of employers using TJTC in 1987 compared to 1985. More importantly,
the utilization in 1987, based on a comparison of data from the sample fourth
quarters of 1987 and 1985, shows several disturbing trends:

o In Maryland there was greater utilization than in previous years by a
few large users, such E!s fast food chains, retailers, and service
firms,

o Among people found eligible in city offices in Baltimore, St. Louis,
and Kansas City, there was a significant decline in the already low
hiring rate by firms outside the sales and service sectors, and

o In Maryland, the large users were significantly less likely to hire
persons from all groups, particularly the handicapped and ex-offenders.

Positively, starting wages increased, with only 56 percent of persons hired
receiving from $3.35-$3.99/hour as a starting wage in 1987, compared to 69
percent in 1985. However, with the trend toward large users, 63.6 percent of
the persons hired by the large users in Maryland received wages in the $3.35-
$3.99 /hour range, while only 37.9 percent of those hired by smaller businesses
received such wages in this lowest interval.

Large users include companies which hired over 15 persons. Such
employers accounted for half of all Maryland TJTC employment in 1987. In the
fourth quarter of 1987, 23 companies hired 4010 persons while 432 others hired
986 persons. Half of the big users were from the retailing sector, excluding
restaurants, id employed 60.2 percent of the ,010. Service industries,
mostly guard agencies, but including a hotel chain, a nursing home system, and
a janitorial business, employed 30.7 percent; while restaurants hired 9.4
percent. Fifty-four percent or large employer jobs were service occupations,
while 39 percent were in sides.

The greater proportion of rural and small city users of TJTC in Missouri
resulted in less dominance by large users of the hiring process. In the
central city of St. Louis and Kansas City, the 20 largest users accounted for
37 percent of all employment in 1987, down from 43 percent in 1985. In both
1985 and 1987 less than two percent of the urban jobs of large users were
outside the retailing and service sectors.

These large employers tended to hire disproportionate numbers of persons
-From the youth and AFDC recipient categories, and relatively few from the
other groups, particularly the handicapped and ex-offenders. Ten of the 23
large users in Maryland hired no handicapped person and eighteen hired no ex-
offender.

o As was recommended in the 1985 report, large users could be required to
show how they will hire from all categories.
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LESSONS FROM THE HIATUS PERIOD

The experiences of the hiatus period provide policy makers with
information about the design and administration of the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit.

o In several important measures of impact, the TJTC program after
the hiatus period was inferior to that before 1986.

o The number of persons given vouchers for their job search has fallen
since 1985.

o The persons being hired have disproportionately been drawn from certain
groups. Assuming Maryland data is typical, the program has shifted
increasingly toward the employment of minority females and not from a
cross section of eligible persons. In particular, minority rales have
declined greatly in participation rate, while most large employers of
TJTC applicants do not hire handicapped persons or ex-offenders.

o The employers using the program tend to be fewer in number and to hire
more persons retroactively than in previous yeers.

o The employers who hire large number of participants represent
those industries with the poorest record of retention and stable wages.

There are three steps which could be taken to greatly reduce the
possibility of these problems continuing.

1.) Any reenactment should be completed before the next expiration
of the credit and should last a sufficient period to encourage
companies to plan on using TJTC to reduce labor costs.

2.) The Department of Labor should vigorously support with funding,
technical assistance, and, if necessary, financial sanctions, TJTC
vouchering by Job Services and JTPA agencies.

J.) The changes in TJTC made in 1986 should be rescinded in favor of
provisions that encourage long-term retention and high wages.

The 1986 amendments made three major changes in the credit.

1.) The second year credit was abolished,

2.) The rate of first year credit was lowered from 50 percent of the
first $6,000 in wages to 40 percent, and

3.) Retention for 120 hours (20 hours for qualified summer youth) was
required before a credit could be received.

None of these changes significantly contributed to program performance. They

each send the message that the credit is not related to long term retention or
better paying jobs. Reenactment .hould include changes in all three areas.
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The restoration of a second year credit should be seriously considei.ed,
if for no other reason than to remind employers that retention is a goal of
TJTC. If the second year credit is seldom used, as earlier experience
indicates, there will be little cost associated with its restoration. If the
second year credit greatly encourages retention, then it will generate changes
in personal income and transfer payment use among the disadvantaged to justify
its additional cost.

If savings are to be made in the first year credit, the reduction should
not be in the percentage of credit. To encourage retention and higher paying
jobs for the disadvantaged, changes in the percentage of the credit should be
linked to increases in the wages upon which the credit is computed, such that
higher paying employers receive financial incentives proportional to their
contribution to reducing poverty. Further recommendations are:

o TJTC should be designed to encourage the return of stable, less skilled
employment to areas with large eligible populations. It will not serve
that purpose so long as the retention requirements a2 credit size are
designed to provide a windfall for high turnover, low paying
industries.

o It should be made permanent, or extended for five or six years, to
allow businesses to plan expansion in areas with large numbers of
eligible workers.
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PART V

QUALIFIED SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT UNDER TJTC

Beginning in the Summer of 1983, a special part of the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit became available to any business which employed economically

disadvantaged 16 and 17 year old youth -- called "Qualified Summer Youth" in

the tax law. The new credit differed from the regular TJTC in two ways:

1. It applied only to employment between May 1 and September

15, not to year around jobs, and

2. The amount of the credit was esnecially significant, 85% of

the first $3,000 paid in the first 90 days of employment

between the above dates.

As with the regular TJTC, the subsidy for a particular youth would not

normally equal 85% of wages, since the net savings are reduced by the add-back

provisions of the law. That is, any credits received must be added back into

income, in effect taxing the credits at the employers marginal tax rate.
Nonetheless, the.subsidy for most employers is at least half of each youth's

wages, effectively reducing the minimum wage from $3.35 an hour to about

$1.70.

One expectation was that this new subsidy would be used on a massive

scale by employers. This was not the case in 1983. In Maryland, only 1,024

qualified summer youth were hired. This figure was jus'L 'trader half of the

2,003 youth vouchered. In Missouri 1,327 of the 4,177 vouchered were hired.

Only California, Illinois, Michigan, New York and Texas vouchered more youth

than Missouri. Fourteen states vouchered more that Maryland. Six states had

more youth hired than Missouri and thirteen more than Maryland. With states

such as Pennsylvania vouchering only 1,335 youth and reporting only 636 hired,

the results were disappointing.

While the 1983 figures were disappointing, they were the peak of the

summer youth program. In 1983, 33,538 summer youth were hired. The next

year, 30,137 were employed; and in 1985, 26,923. The decline in

certifications was not surprising since agencies had greatly decreased youth

vouchering. Compared to the 87,308 youth vouchered in 1983, employment and
training agencies vouchered 61,876 in 1984 and only 50,524 in 1985. Maryland

increased hires in 1984 over 1983 and managed to keep 1985 hires above the

1983 rate. Missouri followed the national trend, reducing vouchering to 2,114

in 1084 and hires to 871. In 1985, Missouri vouchered 1,804 and c tified

820. Only New York and West Virginia vouchered mere youth in 1985 than in

198?ond West Virginia hardly counts, since it raised vouchering from 108 to

197! 44

Two questions arise from these numbers:

1. Why were more youth not found eligible, and

2. Why were not more of those found eligible hired?
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A complete evaluation of the impact of the summer TJTC credit must
attempt to answer 11-0.e two questions as well as the fundamental one of what
impact participation nad upon eligible youth. Answering these questions
requires special methods, different from those used with adults.

METHODOLOGY

In the evaluation of the impact of TJTC discussed in Part III, the
incomes and job changes for participants over a several year time period were
used to give some indication of program success, especially when compared to
the experiences of the comparison group. However, for youth included in the
summer program, the meaning of income gains over a post hire period would be
extremely difficult to analyze. A youth, who was inspired by his summer job
to actively pursue academic studies, who subsequently gained admission to
college, and successfully completed four or more yeaft of college, might be
the greatest alccess of the program but would appear to have little or no
earnings gain in the four or five years after participation. In contrast, the
drop-out would be recorded as a modest earnings success. Measuring pre-
employment earnings or work histories, which obviously would be minimal, would
not help. 45

In consideration of the above, attentio" is king given to analyzing the
wealth of demographic information both for TJTC youth and for all youth,
particularly data available from the state work permit office. That
information can show, at a minimum, how the TOTC jobs differed from those of
all youth. The factors that are measured include:

1. Race and sex characteristics,

2. Starting wage and occupational classifications of TJTC youth jobs,

3. Industrial classifications of TJTC youth employers,

4. Place of residence of program participants, and

t".. Characteristics of youth and employers served by the different youth
employment and training programs.

The initial assessment of the summer youth program focuses upon youth
hired in the Summers of 1983, 1985, and 1987. Placements in 1983 were greater
than in 1984 and nearly as great in 1935. By focusing on 1983, some long term
analysis of the impact of different programs on youth can be investigated. In
1983, the remelts of the old C.E.T.A. programs were still functioning. By
1985, those programs generally had declined greatly in staff size. The labor
market opportunities were much greater in 1985 than in 1983, with lower
unemployment rates.

This part of the study is divided into three sections: an analysis of the
characteristics of youth who participated, a description of the employers
hiring the youth, and a review of the role of the public emp.9yment and
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training agencies vouchering the youth. The first section reviews information

on all TJTC summer youth vouchered in Maryland and Missouri in 1983, 1985, and

1987. Unfortunately, since Missouri ceased gathering sex and race data after

1983, only Maryland data are used when considering those character; .ics.

WHO WERE HIRED?

The demographics of the youth hired under the TJTC summer program are not

surprising, knowing the Maryland disadvantaged population. Unlike the adult

programs, those demographics have remained remarkably consistent since 1983.

In that year 82 percent of participants were minorities, with more minority

females than males. Ir 1987, the minority participation had risen slightly to

86 percent, but the male-female ratio had remained the same. Variation in

wages also was minimal, with 85 percer. of 1983 and 88 percent of 1987

participants earning between $3.35 and $3.99/hour. Minority males cared the

worst in wage data, with 93 percent earning under $4.00/hour.

The jobs of most participants were predominantly in food and other

services, where 73 percent were employed in 1987. With the overwhelming

majority of participants being minorities, there are so few white participants

that racial differences in hiring patterns may be deceptive. However, it is

interesting that the 19$13 employment patterns by race continue in 1987. Most

minority males, 80 percent in 1987 were in service jobs, while only 43 percent

of white males were so employed. The difference was nearly as extreme among

females, 76 percent for minorities compared to 44 percent for whites. In the

period, these differences became more pronounced. In 1983, only 65 percent of

black males were in service jobs compared to 56 percent of white males.

The greatest difference between 1983 and 1987 was the number of persons

found eligible and hired under the summer program in the state. While the

1983 level of certification was low, at 1,027, the 1987 figure was worse at

404. As with the adult experiences after the hiatus period, this drop

represented a major change from 1985 when 1,073 were hired. JTPA offices that

had 613 placements in 1983 and 528 in 1985, had only 191 in 1987. The Job

Service reduction in placements was not as consistent but still was dramatic,

with placements rising from 411 in 1983 to 545 in 1985 before falling to 213

in 1987.

o By 1987, the TJTC summer youth program had become a shadow of its 1985

self.

o The reason for this decline lies partly with changes in employer

utilization and with a change in employment program placement goals.

EMPLOYER UTILIZATION OF TJTC SUMMER EMPLOYEES

As with the adult TJTC programs, the hiatus period has greatly reduced

the number of companies part:_ipating in the TJTC summer program. In 1:,83,

286 companies hired youth under the program in Maryland and 578.companies

hired youth in Missouri. In 1987 only 123 companies were involved in Maryland
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and 15' n Missouri. The biggest user in Maryland, a fast food chain, hired
more e, ,ible youth in 1987 than in 1983, employing nearly one quarter of all
eligible youth in 1987. Six companies in Maryland accounted for Ialf Lf all
1987 hiring, compared to eighteen in 1983. As a consequence of this
concentration of employment in a few companies, the distribution of indusaies
hiring TJTC youth diverged more and more from the pattern for businesses
employing all 16 and 17 year old youth.

In 1983, the businesses employing TJTC youth had been more varied than
those employing all 16 and 17 year old youth, a positive development which did
not continue. Table 9 compares Maryland Work Permit data by industry with
TJTC data for the summer of 1983. The comparison shows that TJTC employers
were more frequently manufacturers or utilities or in the service and finance
sectors than were th,) employers of all youth.

By 1985, this pattern was already changing, as reflected in Table 10.
The proportion employed in restaurants had risen to close to the norm for all
youth, while manufacturing, service, and utility employment had fallen.
Utility employment, in particular plummeted. By 1987, the process had
continued further. Restaurant employment had soared far above the youth norm,
services climbed, and other segments declined. Table 11 shows the '(-17
comparison of work permit and TJTC data.

TABLE 9

YOUTH HIRED BY EMPLOYER CLASSIFICATION, 1983, ALL YOUTH COMPARED TO TJTC YOUTH
(SOURCE: WORK PERMIT DATA, EXC'.UDING GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES,

AND STATE TJTC RECORDS.) MARYLAND DATA ONLY

INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION WORK PERMITS TJTC YOUTH HIRES
# % # %

Construction 735 4.5 31 3.6
Manufacturing 731 4.4 139 16.1
Util/Comm/Transp 87 0.5 44 5.1
Trade (not incl. restaurants) 7,708 46.2 199 23.1
Restaurants 6,862 41.2 289 33.6
Service and Finance 496 3.0 159 18.4
Other 33 0.0 0
TOTAL 16,672 99.8 861 99.9

NOTE: 158 TJTC records are not counted br'cause they were processed before
current computer record system was installed Records cf tneir
characteristics are 'hot known. There is no reason why the records are
not randomly distributed.
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TABLE 10

YOUTH HIRED BY EMPLOYER CLASSIFICATION, 1985, ALL YOUTH COMPARED TO TJTC YOUTH

(SOURCE: WORK PERMIT DATA, EXCLUDING GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES,
AND STATE TJTC RECORDS.) MARYLAND DATA ONLY

INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION

Construction
Manufacturing
Util/Comm/Tran3p
Trade (not incl. restaurants)
Restaurants
Service and Finance
Other
TOTAL

WORK PERMITS
%

971 4.5

768 3.5

78 0.4

10,202 46.9

9,272 42.7
421 1.9

20 0.1

21,732 100.0

TJTC YOUTH HIRES

26 3.6

122 12.1

10 1.0

289 28.6

444 43.9
120 11.9

0

1,011 101.1

NOTE: 62 of the TJTC forms were not assigned a classification because

the employer's industry could not be identified. They are not included here.

TABLE 11

YOUTH HIkED BY EMPLOYER CLASSIFICATION, 1987, ALL YOUTH COMPARED TO TJTC YOUTH

(SOURCE: WORK PERMIT DATA, EXCLUDING GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES,
AND STATE TJTC RECORDS.) MARYLAND DATA ONLY

INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION WORK PERMITS
%

Construction 1,795 8.6

Manufacturing 868 3.7

Util/Comm/Transp 103 0.4

Trade {not incl. restaurants, 12,010 50.7

Restaurants 8,492 35.8

Service and Finance 415 1.8

Other 18 0.1

TOTAL 23,701 101.1

TJTC YOUTH HIRES

7 1.7

32 8.0
2 0.5

49 12.2

251 62.4
61 15.2

0

402 100.0

NOTE: 2 of the TJTC employers could not be assigned an industrial

classification and are excluded from this table.

In Missouri the trend in industrial use of the summer youth credit was

similar. While hiring under the program fell from 1,327 in 1983 to 820 in

1985, fast food employment held constant, changing from 445 in 1983 to 431 in

1985. Consequently, fast food employment changed from 37 percent of summer

hires in 1963 to 60 percent in 1985. In 1987, despite a continuk i decline in

participation, 57 percent of summer hires were employed in fast food

restaurants. Manufacturing employmcwc had fallen from 13 percent of the total

in 1983 to sight percent in 1987. Construction jobs decreased from four

percent to 0.4 percent.
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THE ROLE OF SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

The most important variables in understanding the decline of the TJTC
summer program are vouchering and certification activity by agency. In
Maryland, where data exist on vouchering by various agencies and on
retroactivity, the decline in certifications corresponds to a decline in
vouchering by JTPA programs, particularly the Baltimore City JTPA program, and
to the relative increase in retroactive vouchering by the Job Service. In
1987, most of vouchers issued by Job Service offices outside Baltimore were to
persons already hired or offered a job. Generally, the Job Service no longer
vouchered large numbers of youth to allow them to conduct their job search.
Thus, employment and training agency interest in summer employment played a
crucial role in determining the number of youth vouchered.

If the job classifications and industrial employment patterns are
reviewed in 1983, when placements were large enough to make inter-agency
comparisons meaningful, placement rates by industry and occupation clearly
vary by agency and location. In the suburbs of the nation's capital, 92
percent of youth placed by the Prince George's County JTPA program were in
fast food establishments, while the region's Job Service offices placed only
40 percent of their youth in such businesses. The Office of Manpower
Resources (OMR), the Baltimore City JTPA program, placed only 27 percent of
its clients with fast food chains in 1983, while the Baltimore Job Service
Offices placed 48 percent of its youth at such establishments.

o The quality of agency services to youth appears to be a fundamental
variable in the quality of the TJTC summer program.

Table 12 and Figure 8 show the change in these numbers in Maryland.
Generally, JTPA programs reduced activity by about two thirds in the period,
while the Job Service cut vot 'lering by three quarters. Only Job Service
placements did not drop as mucn, but even these fell by 48 percent.

TABLE 12

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TJTC YOUTH CERTIFIED BY
AGENCY TYPE, 1983, 1985, 1987; MARYLAND DATA

CERTIFICATIONS
YEAR JTPA DETERMINATIONS JOB SERVICE DETERMINATIONS TOTAL

# % # %
1983 613 59.7 411 40.0 1,027
1985 528 49.2 545 50.8 1,073
1987 191 47.3 213 52.7 404

YEAR JTPA DETERMINATIONS
# %

VOUCHERS

JOB SERVICE DETERMINATIONS
# %

TOTAL

1983 781 40.0 1,215 60.0 2,003
1985 535 33.2 1,077 66.8 1,612
1987 252 44.6 313 55.4 565
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FIGURE 8

VOUCHERING BY AGENCY TYPE, 1983, 1985, 1987; MARYLAND DATA
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Job Service placements did not fall as nreatly as other agency activf,ty

because a few large employers demanded that ew youth employees be screened.

With the concentration of TJTC employment E.,nig a few large employers in

recent years, a minimum level of Job Service vouchering and certification is

assured. In 1987, the Job Service vouchered less than one tenth the number of

summer joo seekers as in 1983. Most vouchering was for people attached to a

job.

The large scale vouchering by the Baltimore JTPA program, the Office of

Manpower Resources (OMR), directly contributed to the diversity of industrial

employment in 1983. It had conducted an aggressive summer jobs campaign that

year, "Blue-Chip Summer Johs," which depended upon TJTC for its primary

private sector hiring inc ,ive. In that year the major utilities, banks,

importers, insurance companies, and other leading private sector businesses

provided TJTC jobs to city youth. Utilities, for example, hired 44 youths

under the Baltimore Blue Chip program in 1983. One utility employed one youth

in 1987 under the TJTC summer program. While the "Blue-Chip" program has

continued, the number of private sector TJTC placements has decreased.

Compounding the decline in private sector jobs hay been the short-fall in
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the number of disadvantaged youth compared to the number of publicly funded
summer openings. Blue Chip in Baltimore, SLATE in St. Louis, and the Full
Employment Council in Kansas City appear to have faced the same problem in
1988, if not earlier. In St. Louis County, JTPA anticipated only 100 private
sector jobs out of 1,200 positions in the Summer of 1988 and virtually none of
these materialized. The St. Ann Job Service Office, which was to voucher all
youth for the County JTPA summer program, had vouchered no one in the 16 and
17 year old category through the end of July. Virtually all the disadvantaged
youth enrolled in Baltimore's Blue Chip in 1987 were placed into the 3,676
JTPA Title II-B openings. In 1988, 500 of 3,200 pubic sector jobs were
unfilled at the end of July in Baltimore,. The chance that a youth would be
referred to a private job was minimal.4'

The summer jobs programs in the three urban areas each have included job
development activities for non-disadvantaged youth not eligible for JTPA or
TJTC. These components of the summer jobs effort are run to build political
support for summer employment programs. Because the non-disadvantaged cannotbe placed in JTPA positions, all JTPA and TJTC eligible youths are placed inthose positions. Private sector jobs and any non-JTPA public jobs are thus
reserved for thc non-disadvantaged. In 1988, the Blue Chip Program had 2,342
JTPA Title II-B positions and 858 privately funded jobs which could be given
to non-disadvantaged youth. Without sufficient disadvantaged youth for the
2,342 public jobs, no private sector job would be reserved for TJTC youth
unless the employer insisted on a credit. This policy resulted in few
opportunities for private businesses to receive tax credits on youth employed
through the summer program. It also denied the disadvantaged the opportunity
to learn skills and develop personal contacts useful in securing permanent
private sect,r jobs after graduation.

TJTC SUMMER PROGRAM IMPACT

Clearly there were major changes in TJTC summer program utilization
between 1983 and 1987, with a drastic decline in the number of participants
between 1985 and 1987. The decline meant the summer program's impact on poor
youth in Marylana and Missouri, whatever it may have been in 1983, was
negligible in 198-. In 1983, the 1,027 youth certified repreFanted 6.2
percent of all youth hired in the summer in Maryland and about nearly half ofthe poor youth employed. With a larger number of participating youth, the
Missouri penetration rate was at least as high. By 1987, the Maryland
percentage had fallen to (.7 percent of all youth and about 10 to 15 percent
of poor youth employed. The Missouri figures were at least as low.

Unfortunately, there is probably no change in the TJTC program itself
which can overcome this decline. Rathe , the solution is to increase the
interest and ability of youth programs to serve the p1P-.ement needs of
disadvantaged youth. With fairly tight youth labor markets, now is an idealtime to re-emphasize private sector summer jobs for disadvantaged youth as theprimary summer employment strategy. Then funding could be applied to thesummer remedial education programs which are in desperate need of financialsupport.
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The Private Industry Council Chair in Baltimore has endorsed such a

strategy. Despite practices to the contrary in recent years, he and city JTPA

and educational orficials want to devote scarce JTPA youth funds to a

comprehensive summer remedial education program to help disadvantaged students

reading below grade to continue learning while working at private sector

summer jobs. There.is not enough money in JTPA both to continue subsidizing

summer employment and providing sufficient remedial education to the large

numbers of potential drop-outs in urban America. The TJTC summer jobs

program, if used vigorously to find employment for participants in such

remedial progrAms, can contribute greatly to leveraging funds from employment

to education.4°

In the summer of 1988, Maryland decided to reimburse local Job Service

offices for each voucher issued to a summer employee. TJTC administrative

money was used for this purpose. There was skepticism that the reimbursement

was not sufficient to gain major increases in vouchering. Preliminary data

through early August 31, 1988, shows the decline in youth vouchering gated in

1987 is continuing. Summing up the summer jobs effort in Kansas City, one

veteran staffer of the Full Employment Council's summer program noted that

there still are plenty of youth "out there." A Maryland official agreed,

noting many of the youth do not need to apply for the minimum wage jobs under

the JTPA II-B program, since fast food and other retail establishments are

paying above the minimum wage. She concluded, perhaps public jobs programs

have become obsolete. What is needed is to concentrate JTPA resources on

support programs for youth but not direct employment creation. If the youth

currently placed in public jobs were available for pri\ a placement, there

might again be a role for a summer TJTC program.

o Systematic utilization of TJTC as a supplement to summer remedial

education programs might be greatly helped if during the

reenactment process specific language was included to describe the

rile of TJTC in fraeing youth employment and training money for

remedial education.

c If that is not done, it would appear that the 85 percent summer credit

is obsolete since the summer employment programs cannot attract

sufficient youth.
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PART VI

AGENCY PERFORMANCE

In 1984, in order to plan the Maryland TJTC summer youth campaign, a
questionnaire was sent to TJTC coordinators in every state to ask about their1983 experiences. Maryland concluded that it had not vouchered a sufficiently
large number of summer youth and wanted to know the experiences of otherstates. One of the more interesting responses came from Missouri, where
despite vouchering more than twice as many youth as Maryland, officials felt
they had not vouchered enough. The most disappointing responses came from
eleven other states which felt they had vouchered a majority of eligible
persons. A few of these responses may have been correct; however, most seemedto reflect a failure to use TJTC to address youth employment problems. Areview of the utilization of TJTC since 1979 indicates this failure may be
more general than just the youth program.

Since its beginning, TJTC has been a program that does not have a single
home among employment and training agencies. As a program to promote the
employment of the disadvantaged, TJTC applies to the same client population of
pmgrams funded under the old Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)and its successor, JTPA. However, since two eligible groups under TJTC are
handicapped, the progra relates to the job placement role of vocational
rehabilitation agencies. It also includes ex-offenders, often being placed
into employment by prison pre-release programs, parole officers, and special
ex-offender programs. TJTC includes Vietnam era veterans, often sered by
Veterans Administration and special veteran placement programs. Likewise,many areas have had special welfare employment agencies, such as the Work
Incentive Program and others. There is even the cooperative education
component of TJTC which is primarily administered by high schools. Then, eachcommunity has state Employment Security Agency (SESA), Employment Service, orJob Service offices which place members of ill the above groups, as well asapplicants not eligible for TJTC or JTPA.

Shortly after the passage of TJTC, in late 1978, the Department of Labordecided that the Job Service would have the lead role in each state under
T1TC. The SESAs would be responsible at a minimum for the processing of
completed TJTC vouchers. The Job Service would review every voucher submittedby an employer in the state and be responsible for issuing TJTC Certifications
to employers entitling them to '.he tax credit. However, the Department of
Labor urged the SESAs to reach agreements with any non-profit employment
pmgram in the state serving the eligible populations to allow those ph,gramstr N;Irticipate in the vouchering process. Maryland, for example, the Jobvice allowed all CETA prime sponsors, Vocational Rehabilitation offices,
,Veterans Administration offices, welfare offices, prisons and other ex-
offender programs, and a number of other agencies, such as Goodwill Industriesto issue vouchers. Every voucher issued in the state, however, had the samereturn address. Every one submitted by an employer was certified by the sameoffice in Baltimore. In Missouri, the Job Service issued nearly all vouchers,with only a few special arrangements to allow Vocational Rehabilitation staffand one JTPA program to voucher. Certifications in Missouri were issued by
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the local office serving the area in which the employer submitting the voucher

was located. Other states are fairly evenly divided between a Maryland and a

Missouri model for cooperation wit, other agencies.49

In addition to 'forking with agencies in the community, each state Job

Service must submit its TJTC plans for the year to the Department of Labor, as

well as have its records reviewed periodically. The Department of Labor is

one of two federal departments with direct TJTC responsibility. The Internal

Revenue Service has responsibility for developing taxpayer rules and, through

its regular auditing process, for review of employer tax credit claims. For

the employment anti training community, however, the primary TJTC

responsibility falls to DOL. In the early years of TJTC, DOL took a lead role

in promoting the program, providing technical assistarce to the states, and

forcing those states reluctant to take on TJTC duties to do so. In more

recent years, the DOL role has become minor. DOL has seldom updated its TJTC

Handbook, even though it spells out the procedures state, must follow in

implementing the frequently changing law. For months following the end of the

hiatus period, DOL did not even begin gathering data on the program. Only in

the Spring of 1988 were TJTC data requested from states for 1986 and 1987.50

The rationale for assigning the TJTC certification role to SESAs was

based on the fact that "SESAs have more contact with target group members

seeking jobs than other participating agencies, and also have experience with

job placement."51 Many assumed that the SESAs would welcome TJTC, an

incentive that would make the placement of the disadvantaged easier. Two

problems surfaced almost immediately in 1979. First, turf battles began with

CETA programs, some of which wanted to perform all certification themselves.

Second, some Job Services welcomed CE" interest in the program, holding that

CETA was to serve the disadvantaged and the Job Service was for the "job

ready." Initially, some Job Services based their opposition to administering

the program on the lack of funding to operate TJTC. The original DOL

position mistakenly assumed that, since TJTC was going to make placement of

clients easier and might lead many employers to the Job Service who previously

had not wanted to use it little or no funding would be needed. Many Job

Services wti prepared to forfeit the benefits of TJTC if they could not get

additional funding.2

Subsequent study of TJTC in Missouri and eleven other states found that

in Missouri, in fact, the TJTC applicants, while using more services at the

Job Service, such as counseling, had a better rate of getting a job, resulting

in a coveted placement for the agency. TJTC applicants, consequently, cost

the agency less for each placement than the average applicant. Perhaps

becr,use of the realization of this cost effectiveness, in 1981 the SESAs

fought successfully to have their certification role defined in the tax law.53

Yet, SESAs have not always been enthusiastic about dealing with TJTC or

with applicants eligible for the program. In 1382, a study of Maryland

programs to increase welfare employment, quoted recipients as finding the job

service of no help. One applicant stated, "They are prejudiced."54 One key

vocational rehabilitation official in Missouri said unequivocally that 'the

Job Service hates TJTC.' That is not true of the state administration. The

Job Service Director has been cited as a firm supporter of TJTC. He "commits
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more resources to TJTC than is [sic] allotted by the program budget."55
However, the regular Job Service budget has been greatly reduced since 1982 in
Missouri. "Despite the recent increase in direct TJTC funding, local office
staffing levels are reportedly no longer sufficient in many areas of the State
to conduct pre-screening of TJTC eligibility. "56 In some offices, at least in
the St. Louis area, job seekers are not offered a voucher unless sent by an
employer or another agency. This policy is the one that has led vocational
rehabi:itation staff to question Job Service commitment to the program.

JTPA programs have had their own mixed response to TJTC. It was assumed
in 1979, for example, that PICs would include "marketing the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit as one of their primary goals."57 Under CETA there was much interest ir,
TJTC; however, one study found that since th-N end of CETA, about half the JTPA
programs have had little interest in TJTC. In Missouri, SLATE staff say they
view TJTC as a Job Service program and ohr.y try to arrange for a voucher to be
issued by the Job Service if an employer expresses strong interest in TJTC.

In Baltimore, by contrast, the JTPA program includes TJTC information in
its promotional literature. The JTPA job placement office, called Starters,
boasts in its brochure for business, "When you hire an eligible candidate from
our pool, your company can receive up to $2,400 in federal Targeted Jobs Tax
Credits in the first year of employment." Likewise, the credit is promoted in
brochures for the welfare employment program called "Working Solutions." In
fact, with a decline in Job Service promotional effor6s in Baltimore under a
new state organizational structure, the JTPA program is the only source of
TJTC promotional literature in the city.

In Kansas City, joint JTPA-Job Service staff still try to give vouchers
to all eligible applicants, particularly if they have 'nothing else to of;er.'
The downtown Kansas City office manager believes the tax credit really helps
the disadvantaged find employment at some firms offering good jobs. However,
vouchering in offices in both St. Louis and Kansas City declined by 29 percent
from 1985 to 1987. The vouchering increases in Missouri came from suburban
St. Louis and rural and small city activity. Suburban St. Louis vouche:Ing
more than doubled from 1985 to 1987. Vouchering in offices outside the two
large metro areas, increased by fifty percent from 1985 to 1987. This
probably resulted from the different perspective of client services in the
rural offices. A 1986 study of TJTC that included a review of activities it a
sm&11 Missouri office, said "[The] office attempts to make eligibility
determinations on all applicants . . ." This was at a time when urban offices
had already determined that "No walk-in ES traffic is vouchered."58 Figure 9
below shows the change in local office vouchering in Missouri from 1985 to
1987.

How much of the change in relative vouchering levels of urban and -ural
offices relates to administrative structure and how much to labor force
factors is not known. The fact that, "Rural residents consistently suffer a
higher rate of poverty than metropolitan residents despite the fact that poor
heads of households in non-metropolitan areas are more likely to be employed,"
might explain why in times of falling unemployment rural offices would have
higher rates of TJTC activity than urban offices.59 However, at least some of
the change must relate to the internal structure of smaller offices. Staff
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FIGURE 9

SOURCE OF VOUCHERS, BY OFFICE LOCATION, MISSOURI 1985 COMPARED TO 1987
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in such offices usually are less specialized and have more opportunities to

see the full needs of those they interview. Staff in small offices would be

more likely to see vouchering as a benefit to an individu,1 and to take the

time to issue a form. The large urban offices, that have been overwhelmed

with retroactive determinations of TJTC eligibility have a more cynical view

of TJTC. They accept the policy decision to only issue vouchers requested by

employers or other agencies. The growth of suburban vouchering around St.

Louis and in Baltimore county, is market driven, not a result of different

agency policy in those areas. It is a response to the great growth in service

and retail employment outside the cf,tral cities.

THE VOUCHER AS STIGMA

Interestingly, it was in the same small Missouri office that tried to

voucher anyone who wanted a form that staff expressed concern ,lith one of the

negative features of vouchering. They were aware that "some [applicants]

refuse to inform employers out of fear of stigmatization."60 Gary Burtless

has reported in several articles on a test of vouchering conducted in 1980 and

1981 in Dayton, Ohio. Quite simply, his conclusions were that "workers known

to be eligible for targeted wage subsidies are significantly less likely to

find jobs than were otherwise identical workers whose eligibility for

subsidies was not advertised."61 In fact the sweeping conclusion "implied by

Burtless is highly qualified by the experimental design.
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Even before the publication of Burtless' work, there had been discussions
the potentially negative impe't of employment subsidies. In 1978, John

Bishop and Robert Haveman considered both sides of the stigma issue. First,
they described how public assistance was a stigma. They noted that by
comparison, "A subsid, paid to the employer is less likely to be perceived by
the worker as demeaning charity than direct welfare benefits." However they
admitted that, "While a subsidy received because one is working is inherently
less stigmatizing than one received because one is not working, it is possible
that an employment subsidy targeted on thos,, in the greatest need may
stigmatize as well."62 In 1985, Bishop's report on the results of employer
surveys regarding TJTC utilization found that the possibility of TJTC being a
stigma correlates with the type business considering the TJTC applicant. "The
pattern that seems to cmerge from these results is that TJTC has a more
positive impact at firms that were already hiring the least qualified workers

. These firms were used to dealing with the types of workers they
perceived TJTC eligibles to be . . ."b3 Others have'also had misgivings
about the findings of Burtless, such as Sar Levitan, who noted that Burtless'
test had to be terminated prematurely because of budget cuts, preventing the
gathering of ethnic and interview data which might have uncovered other
reasons for the apparent voucher stigma.64

The variation by targeted group of income gains found in this study
appears to show that the stigma may vary by group. The handicapped and
welfare recipients, two groups who by their anpearance or recant, work history
would h'- 'ifficulty concealing their employment barrier, had especially
largr ,Ane gains. The average income gain for the handicap, I and welfare
group_ from 1981 to 1982/83 was $3,232. For the other groups, it averaged
$2,305. Unfortunately, the income gains of minority categories were lower, in
all cases,except one, than those of non-minorities. The only minority
category to gain more was the minority Vietnam era vet group, which only
surpassed the white category by $39. This pattern would suggest that the TJTC
voucher cannot overcome the latent racial discrimination in the labor market
directed at blacks. Relativrly, however, it can help those, whether black or
white whose barrier to employment is a handicap or long term absence from the
labor market.

Tht design of the TJTC voucher and the process of vouchering in theory
minimizes the problem of stigma. First, the voucher dues not tell why the
person is eligible. It does not say whether the person is a youth or an ex-
offender; is handicapped or a Vietnam era veteran. The process of issuing the
voucher does not force the eligible job seeker to use the form. As the staff
in Missouri observed, some job seekers niv not want to do so. While the
awareness of possible stigmatization is good, it should not result in
employment and training staff unilaterally deciding not to issue vouchers.
Bishop's 1985 survey found some evidence of this practice.

o If TJTC is to be renewed, to encourage vouchering. Job seekers not
employment and training staff should make the determination of whether
the voucher is a stigma.
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YACTIVITY AS A BARRIER

Tne development of Manigement Assistance Companies (MACS), that assist

businesses receive retroactive credits, has raised another barrier to TJTC

acceptance within the Job Service, if not within the entire employment and

training community. The retroactive workload has und'rmined regular

vouchering for at least three reasons:

1.) Because the MACS push retroactive determinations due to their own

financial interest, -there has been little or no decline. in this type

vouchering, despite changes in agency funding and unemployment rates.

Consequently, urban and suburban Job Service offices feel inundated

with requests for credits. With limited resources, the most direct

response is the decision, such as in the St. Louis area, to voucher

only pers-is referred by employers.

2.) The volume of retroactive determinations compared to non-retroactive

has led most staff to feel that TJTC primarily provides a windfall tax

benefit to businesses which had already hired the people being

certified. A few staff see that the program may help job seekers

given vouchers to take on their job search. But, staff support for

the program is qualified by the knowledge that many Job Service

certifications result from retroactive vouchers.

3.) the attempts to incorporate the vast amount of retroactive vouchering

into thc Job Service reporting system has led to cases of abuse, if

rot corruption.

A study of the Maryland Job Service by the University of Maryland's

Institute for Policy Analysis and Research explained the ar.ncy's involvement

with retroactivity as having positive results for agency p acement goals.

"The process obviously creates some additional paper work for the Job Service

office but also helps them meet placement quotas."65 While the study was

correct that placement quotas could be helped in the Maryland system by

determinations of eligibility of persons referred by an employer, the Maryland

rules imposcd several impr-4-ant restrictions on counting such activity as a

"placement." First, credi.. received for vouchering persons referred by their

future employer is suppose to equal half that of a regular placement. Second,

even this half credit could only be claimed if the job seeker was not yet

employed, but was merely being referred to the agency by an employer who had

offered a job which had not yet begun. Since most retroactive determinations

are on people already working, the Maryland procedures only allow credit for a

limited number of employer originated vouchers.

That the University of Maryland researchers misunderstood the limited

value of such vouchering for the achievement of p'acement goals is a good

indication of the corruption of the Job Service performance system resulting

from retroactivity. Retroactive TJTC vouchering can be extremely valuable, if

offices erroneously convert retroactive determinations into pre-hire

determinations. Then full placement credit can be received for what was an

employer service with no effect on a person getting a job. The only detected

case of this practice occurred in 1986. An office in the Maryland suburbs of
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Washington, D. C., was forced to delete 2200 "placements" at one retailer that
were in fact retroactive. While not all of the piacements were of TJTC
eligible persons, the office knew of the persons being hired because it
provided special TJTC screening °V new employees for the Firm. The office
fell from having had the "best" performance in the state in 1985 to being
mediocre in 1986, once the erroneous placements were dropped. As the report
on the incident observed:

It has been alleged that the same type of procedure has been used for
years by other offices and that placement credit for hires has been
routinely taken. However, it also has been alleged that many offices,
while following similar procedures [of helping screen applicants], have
chosen not to take placement credits. The difficulty is that there is no
clear-cut evidence of how Wespread this bending of the definition [of
placement] was or still is o6

This incident raises two problems related to vouchering, the need to resolve
issues related to retroactive vouchering and the need to adjust agency
performance standards to not discourage vouchering but, rather, to prevent
corruption.

A number of observers of TJTC have noted the problem of retroactivevouchers. As Sar Levitan noted, "The extent of this practice has not been
determined because Congress and the Departments of Labor and Treasury have
been negligent until recently in performing their reporting, oversight and
monitoring responsibilities."67 After 1981, reporting of retroactive
determinations was ended when the letter of request provisions were added tothe tax law. The Treasury Department has repeatedly mentioned the problem of
retroactivity as one of its reasons for opposing TJTC.

There are at least four proposals for eliminating the problem of
retroactivity, short of the Treasury's suggestion that the credit be
abolished.

1.) Allow employers to claim the credit without certification;

2.) Allow employers to submit eligibility documentation by mail to a
central processing unit not in a local office;

3.) Charge a fee for vouchering persons already employed; or

4.) Abolish retroactive determinations of eligibility.

Each of ',ese has certai- advantages and disadvantages. All can be
implemell 2 eith - as a substitute for current procedures or as a companion to
them.

With vouchering having some stigmatizing affect, the first proposal mayhr.e some merit. This procedure however would seem to be open to gross abuse,
either intentionally or by accident. Eligibility for TJTC is often quite
difficult Lo determine, particularly for those groups whose family size and
income are the key eligibility factors. If this procedure were begun,
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employers or their agents would determine eligibility, with the check

presumably being the IRS auditing process. Consideoing the high turnover of

TJTC eligible workers, it would be extremely difficult for IRS to check most

employer determinatio. , several years after the hire date. This procedure was

more workable for the New Jobs Credit, where the only documentation related to

total employment."'

The second alternative is already being tried in Maryland. In recent

years, states such as Florida anJ Massachusetts have experimented with phone

or mail vouchering. Massachusetts launched its system in 1987 to recover froffa

a backlog of retroactive determinations which o-iginated in the hiatus period."

Maryland adopted and modified the Massachusetts system for :",t least three

reasons:

1.) MACS that operated in Massachusetts and other Eastern States

requested that Maryland adopt the Massachusetts system,

2.) Removing retroactive vouchering from :ocal offices would allow those

offices to focus TJTC work on job seekers and employers not using the

program retroactively, and

3.) The metiod allows for economies of scale.

Under the Maryland system, employers collect detailed eligibility

documentation from new employees. This information is mailed to the central

tax credit processing unit. That unit then checks appropriate eligibility

verification sources. Some are obvious, such as calling the state vocational

rehabilitation headquarters to verify vocatimal rehabilitation status. For

those in the welfare categories, on-line access to welfare case load

information is used. For those claiming to be economically disadvantaged

incomes of all family members are checked, using unemployme.1t insurance wage

record files. Family size information is checked against records of the

welfare programs in the state. While not every person has a record at the

welfare oifices in the state, most eligible persons have registered for some

program. When discrepancies in eligibility information are found, the

eligibility forms are returned to the employer. All participating MACS or

employers are required to sim a cooperative agreement that includes a warning

that the right to use malt vouchering will be terminated if excessive errors

are detected.

The Maryland system has the advantage of removing most retroactive

vouchering from the Job Service local offices. The system became fully

operational in early 1988, and local offices experienced the expected decline

In retroactive determinations. This change has not been welcomed by all

offices. Several managers complained that the retroactives were a valuable

means of forcing employers to cooperate with the Job Service. Now they have

lost these contacts, since the employer deals with a central office by mail.

Managers of these offices have failed to sec that they can still offer to

voucher job seekers before hire so that employers can make hiring decisions

that include consideration 0f credits available on eligible job seekers.

Charging a fee for TJTC vouchering was an idea that surfaced in Wisconsin
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in the aftermath of the hiatus period. On December 18, 1986, the Department
of Industry, Labor and Human Relations announced it would charge a fee of $50
per certification. The -eason offered for this action was that:

Until the recent reauthorization of the TJTC Program, the Congress
had always provided the special funding needed to cover the cost of TJTC
certification and other program administration functions. But the
Congress has now left it up to the State Employment Security Agencies to
determine how to finance the provision of TJTC services.

The Department needs this emeraency rule to generate the revenue
necessary to make the benefits of the TJTC Program available to eligible
employers and job seekers.70

The Department of Labor announced on February 10, 1987, t"at "There is nothing
in the TJTC legislation barring fee charging to ,:mployers, their
representat(es, or to applicants."/1 The goal of the Wisconsin fee may have
been as much to pressure appropriation of TJTC funding as to really charge a
fee for a certification. The state never went beyond billing employers. The
program was halted after TJTC funding became available.

However, the idea of fee charging had some merits. After learning of the
Wisconsin's plans, Maryland proposed charging a higher fee for retroactive
determinations. Maryland would have charged also for letter of request
processih,. Such a fee structure would have encouraged employers to utilize
TJT(.7. in ways productive for the Job Serv...e. Employers would have paid little
or ri) fee for people hired through the egular placement process or if they
hired a client vouchered before hire. 'e plan was put on hold, after
Congress appropriated TJTC funds in 198/.

The fourth proposal for dealing with the problem of retroactivity is to
forbid determinations after hire. A variation of this proposal, to allow for
problems arising from hiring on weekenas, on holidays, or in remote locations,
would require that employers have employees vouchered within a short time
after hire, such as one week. There would be no letter of request procedure.
Employers, some MACS, and Job Service,. have supported this concept, which
would save tr high cost of processir requests, which last yea) totalled
several million.

o In the next reenactment, one of the above methods should be adopted
to reduce retroactivity. The retroactive process clearly is an abuse
of the intent of TJTC.

VOUCHERING AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

In recent years the Department of Labor has largely abdicated
responsibility for JTPA and Job Service assessments of performance. However,
there are standards imposed on JTPA programs by the act, and Job Service
administrators in Maryland and Missouri have continued to hold local offices
responsible for maintaining placemer:Ls in some ratio to the number of
applicants registered. The federal JTPA standards also include an entered
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employment rate standard, as well as average placement wage and cost per

placement standard. Except for perhaps the cost per placement standard, the

other measures of performance conflict with mass vouchering of eligible

populations. While the JTPA programs and the Job Service share common

performance standard problems with TJTC, their different roles, one as a

training agency the other as a labor exchange, make the impact of performance

standards somewhat different.

Nationally, the Job Service problem with TJTC is more a result of

tradition than current law. The Job Service for many years received its

funding based primarily upon how many placements it achieved. While recent

fundig has been changed to reflect unemployment rates and other factors, Job

Services have not adjusted to this change. In the study of TJTC by Macro

Systems in 1985, they noted "Because of this budget allocation history, local

office managers find it difficult to see the relationship between increasing

their vouchering/outreach activity and their own effectiveness."72

In Maryland and Missouri officials still measure local office performance

based upon placement rates. The standards have two impacts. First, they

discourage registering too many applicants, since placements will need to be

increased to keep the placement to applicant ratio stable. Second, they

hamper service to the disadvantaged, since the disadvantaged are harder to

place.73 Vocational rehabilitation offices have managed to maintain vouchering

levels for their performance system does not penalize them for providing a

service to a client.

In every office, staff see a conflict bet -ln serving TJTC applicants and

meeting performance goals. Managers cannot be blamed for seeing TJTC as a

mixed blessing. As one suburban St. Louis manager noted, "TJTC hurts

statistically, but its good for employer relations." In Maryland, an

elaborate Performance Improvement Process (PIP) has incorporated the basic

placement to applicant ratio problem into a complex set of local office

assessment measures. One solution to the problem of TJTC skewing one's

oerformance is to cheat by omission or commission. Some offices omit damaging

JTC work, only registering applicants when they obtain employment. One, if

aot more, have taken the route of commission, leading to the incident

mentioned earlier of 2,200 erroneous placements.

As the primary administrative agency for TJTC, the Job Service faces an

additional level of performance standard measures which affect vouchering.

For many years the TJTC funding was distributed primarily on the basis of the

number of persons certified. This system rewarded not vou,:hering, over which

the state had control. but a factor which could be controlled more by MACS

than by Job Services. Since most strxes with igh vouchering rates, such as

Missouri and Maryland, issued large numbers of certifications, penalties were

more potential than real. Nonetheloss, there was no reward for vouchering.

Since the hiatus period, funding has been related to labor force factors, not

TJTC activity, encouraging neitaer vouchering nor certification and rewarding

most those who produce the least. Considering other barriers to vouchering,

it seems doubtful tnat this problem is the fundamental obstacle to program

performance.
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The JTPA problem with performance standards is more complex than that of
the Job Service. Not only is JTPA driven by placements but by the quality of
the placements. Since there is no assessment of the earnings gains from the
pre-employment period for each cUent, but only a measure of factors such as
starting wage, it is better to work with the better educated or the more
experienced among the eligible population than with the least educated or
minimally experienced. As one Baltimore JTPA official rioted, performance can
be maximized by serving the least disadvantaged client and offering small
amounts of counseling followed by a placement. Even if the job lasts only one
day, if it pays more than $4.20 per hour the JTPA goals are being achieved.
Trying to place an illiterate worker with a poor work history will ruin the
performance level. As was found in a study conducted under NCEP auspices,
some officials are "concerned about the durability of results" of positions
developed under these performance standards. This problem has a direct impact
on the relationship of JTPA and TJTC.74

Job Service staff complain that while they try to serve the job ready,
JTPA only serves the "training-ready," excluding a class of truly
disadvantaged clients who fall beneath that standard. Representatives of
SLATE readily admit, for examnle, that they have high standards which allow
those who qualify to benefit from their programs. Baltimore JTPA officials
offer some exemplary programs for persons with serious educational
deficiencies but cannot help persons reading below a fourth grade level. As
George Wendell and Allen Tomey at St. Louis University pointed out, creaming
is essential at JTPA because it is trying to meet the needs of business, and
business expects creaming. The NCEP sponsored study found that of the 25 JTPA
programs studied, "Eighty percent of the field sites agreed that they were not
attempting to define who those 'most in need' of services were, and had not
intentions to do so." Echoing staff at SLATE, that study's authors perceived
that local government and PIC officials "aveed that JTPA was 'not a poverty
program' like CETA."75 Gary Orfield, in his analysis of JTPA in neighboring
Illinois, found the same attitude, "There is overwhelming agreement throughout
all levels of the training system that these requirements strongly encourage
the selection of the trainee with the fewest needs and the exclusion of people
who need long-term training and support services."76 Only.one of the
JTPA officials interviewed for this report, from the Full Employment Council
in Kansas City, did not see the performance standards as a barrier to TJTC
vouchering. As he noted, however, the Kansas City labor market was so tight
that neither employers nor JTPA could afford creaming.

Quite simply, the negative impact of JTPA performance standards can be
seen if TJTC productivity is compared to that under CETA. In the fiscal year
ending on September 30, 1983, the last year of CETA, Maryland CETA offices
vouchered 6,085 persons. In calendar year 1987, JTPA offices vouchered 1,647.
A statement by Marvin Lazerson and Norton Grubb about youth jobs programs
might be applied here. "The links between employment and training have been
broken, and the opportunity to create more and better employment for youth has
been undermined by the emphasis on training."77

The current performance standards have encouraged JTPA and Job Service to
minimize services to a whole range of disadvantaged perscns. In order to
increase interest in serving the most disadvantaged, standards should look at
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'mg term earnings gains of participants. Ironically, the standards which
uiscourage employment and training programs from showing interest in TJTC are

the very ones which have made TJTC one of the few subsidies available to any

truly disadvantaged job seeker. Such jc" s are welcomed at neither

JTPA or the Job Service.

Basing performance assessments on net income 9a:os of participants would

have another beneficial result. It would penalize the vouchering of high

income individuals. Job Service staff in Maryland and Missouri have mentioned

abuses in the eligibility determination process related to family income.
They particularly point to allowing suburban youth who claim independence from

their families to qualify as disadvantaged youth or skilled military retirees,

Vietnam era veterans. The retirees are eligible, for example, because then'
military pay is excluded under the DOL procedures, and they have yet to
receive sufficient retirement payments, which do count as income, to exclude

them. Yet, clearly they are not disadvantaged.

The review of the barriers to vouchering has implied that employment and
training agencies do not show concern with the employment needs of the truly

disadvantaged. In most offices, in fact, real concert' was shown with the

disadvantaged population. At the Baltimore Office of tooloyment Development,

at SLATE and at the Full Employment Council, there appear to be exemplary

efforts to deal with the employment needs of the urban pocr. At the large

downtown offices of the Job Service in the cities, there appears to be a

constant flow of disadvantaged clients seeking assistance. Staff are aware of

their needs and concerned with meeting them. Staff are also acutely aware of

the contradiction between performance standards and the needs the unemployed

public are asking them to meet. Some staff find ways to cheat the standards.

That effort should be unnecessary. Standards should measure and reward

quality service provided to those most in need.
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PART VII

EMPLOYER UTILIZATION PROCESS ANC ?ROBLEMS

Incorporation of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) into the personnel
and financial systems of American business has been one of the most
fascinating parts of studying the program. The efforts of large businesses to
systematize utilization of the credit has had the unexpected result of
spawning an industry to assist companies claiming TJTC. To understand this
development, the use of TJTC from a company perspective should be reviewed.

TJTC was designed so that a company might receive a credit in one of
three ways. A job seeker who wanted to use the credit to secure employment
might go to the Job Service or another authorized employment and training
agency and secure a voucher. The job seeker would take the voucher on the job
search, showing the form to every possible employer, indicating that if hired
the company could receive a credit.

A second way to secure a credit would be for the company to ask an
employment and training agency, such as a Job Service office, to refer.someone
to an opening at the company. There are several variations in how the contact
between an employment program and an employer could result in a credit. The
company could ask that only credit eligible job seekers be sent to the job
opening. If the employer asked the agency to send anyone to the vacancy, ',he
agency might send someone with a voucher. Lastly, the agency might try to
develop job openings by making "cold" contacts with businesses, informing them
of the availability of the credit. In recent yews most TJTC promotion in
Missouri has come through visits by Job Service employer relations staff who
personally explain the credit to businesses.

The final method of securing a credit would be when a company, which was
familiar with TJTC, sent a job applicant who had been hired "off-the-street"
to the Job Service for an eligibility determination. Under the Revenue Act of
1978, the employer could send a eligible job applicant to the Job Service
either before or after hire. Since 1981, the employer cats only send someone
who has already begun employment to the Job Service if on or before the first
day of work, the company filed a written request for a tax credit. If the
employer sends a letter of request, he still must send his new employee to the
Job Service to get a voucher. The only times he would not send the new
employee to the Job Service would be if he had sufficient new employees that
the Job Servi,:e agreed to do on-site screening or if the business were in a
st7te, such as Maryland, doing mail vouchering.

Management Assistance Companies (MACS) developed under the Revenue Act of
1978 to assist employers to determine eligibility of current employees to see
who should be sent to the job service for vouchering. Their existence was
sharply attacked at the time of the first extension of TJTC in 1981. One
accountant in 1981 was quoted as saying, "If I were testifying before Congress
about this, I'd say cut out retroactive certification, period. I think it's
ridiculous."78 In theory, the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981 ended
retroactivity. No longer could a company request a credit on an employee days
or months after hire. At a minimum, under ERTA, firms had to send a letter of
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request (LOR) asking For a credit before the new employee's first day of work.
Later, this requireent was changed to be on or before the first day of hire.

The test of timeliness of such letters is the postmark. The letter must

specify the name and social security number of the employee, the name of the

company, and the hire date.

The problem from the Job Service perspective with the LOR requirement is
that there is no rule that the letter be sent on someone who is 'ikely to be

eligible. Some firms send letters of request on every person hired. Only at

a later date do they attempt to decide who might b" eligible. At least one

consultant in Missouri does not even screen workers at that point. Father,

every person hired by their client is sent to the Job Service to be

interviewed. While most do not qualify, the company does get every possible

credit by this procedure.

The problem from the company perspective with the LOR procedure is that
tne company does not k;ow at the time of hire whether the person is eligible.
They may suspect the person is going to qualify them for a credit. In many

cases, however, the hiring official is only vaguely aware of what he is doing

when he requests a tax credit. The procedures established by the MACS often

tell the manager nothing more than to have each new hire call a toll free

number on the hire date. In that call, the MAC staff interview the new

employee and prepare a letter of request. Often the LOR is no more than a

computer generated postard.

Many firms turn to MACS because TJTC creates a dilemma for them. Since

personnel or line management staff must make the hirihg decision which is
essential to earning a credit, they must be convinced that the credit is of

more value to the firm than other factors normally considered when hiring. If

they are concerned primarily with retention or with hiring the most skilled
applicant, they may see no direct benefit in hiring a TJTC applicant who they

perceive to be a potential employment problem. Corporate finance staff are

often those responsible for tax savings; yet, they may have little influence

over personnel staff. This division of responsibility within business has

created a markeUng bonanza for MACS. The MAC may reach initial agreement to

handle TJTC for the company by negeilting with accounting staff. When

directions are sent to personnel or line managers about the agreement, it may

be in non-threatening terms. Directions to McDonald's managers simply said,

"Continue to hire the best people you can. [Then call the toll free number.]"79

Under the LOR procedure a company cannot maximize credits received under
TJTC because it makes the hiring decision without knowledge of the employee's
eligibility. The study by Joseph Arwady of Borg-Warner's efforts to maximize
utilization of TJTC describes how a company can counter this trend. Borg-

Warner reduced utilization of MACS, eliminating them from a number of

locations. More importantly, whether or not it used a MAC, the company
provided incentives and sanctions to increase use of TJTC. As at a number of

other successful users of TJTC, managers were offered financial rewards for

hiring TJTC eligible persons. In addition, reporting requirements were begun

that allow corporate management to assess local use of the program.80

The procedures developed by Borg-Warner are ones that would be expected
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of efficient American business. The procedures were taken to counteract the
known disincentives to TJTC use. Arwady is familiar with John Bishop's survey
of employer attitudes about TJTC. Bishop found that only one third of TJTC
users would admit that the credit influenced their hiring decision. He even
found that in 15 percent of cases employers did not request TJTC
certifications on known eligible persons.81 Borg-Warner was also aware that
TJTC workers woulu be slightly less experienced or otherwise qualified than
non-eligibles. In a sense, Borg-Warner saw the voucher as a stigma as had
Burtless. But unlike many companies, Borg-Warner then adopted corporate
policy to overcome the internal resistance to hiring TJTC eligible workers.

Borg-Warner also adopted policies to help facilitate improved relations
between managers and employment and training programs. In Baltimore, for
example, the two Borg-Warner divisional managers in the city have been to the
large downtown Job Service office, even to recruit eligible workers at the
office. They also are familiar with the JTPA placement program, Starters. In

addition to addressing the hiring stigma issue, Borg-Warner realized a second
obvious point about TJTC most other users ignore, that it is a retention
incentive as much as a hiring incentive.

The company developed procedures to track eligible empl)yee: to encourage
managers to seek to improve TJTC retention. Arwady notes, "As soon as the
targeted worker is hired, the employer must take steps to maximize the
duration of employment and the corresponding size of the subsidy."82 While
other companies have reportedly developed such a comprehensive TJTC system, it
is surprising that so few have done so. It appears that few have rationally
developed TJTC utilization plans; yet, the concept underlying TJTC and other
employment subsidies assumes a subsidy will cause companies to rationally
implement personnel policy changes that increase the employment of eligible
workers.83

The implementation of rational TJTC policy in business is not necessarily
incompatible with the work of MACS. While a number of TJTC Consultants seem
to offer little snore than a toll free number and a procedure for generating
LORS, some provide valuable services to businesses. One in Maryland, for
example, operates vans to take eligible employees to the Job Service for
screening. It has even run vans from the inner city of Washington and
Baltimore to suburban firms to allow TJTC eligible persons to be hired. If

the credit amount were altered to encourage retention and, if retroactivity
were eliminated, more MACS might become more involved in p-oviding
transportation assistance and promoting retention.

41ANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPANIES

When TJTC was created as part of the Private Sector Initiatives Program
in the late 1970's, it was unanticipated that the legislation would spawn a
private sector industry, TJTC ManE;went Assistance Companies. The MACS
provide an interesting contrast with the Private Industry Councils (PICS1
consciously created by the Private Sector InAiatives legislative package and
continued under JTPA. While PICS have evolved as local political institutions
often allied closely to the loca' government, the MACS are a truly independent
voice in employment -Id training- They have heavily promoted the use of TJTC,
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probably more successfully than the Job Services or JTPA. They have served as
truly independent forces in TJTC matters. They are not afraid to contest
government decisions and have mounted successful lobbying efforts for TJTC.
Unlike the PICS, the entire cost of MAC operations is borne by fees paid by
companies to the MAC.84

While the MACS have done a good job of promoting TJTC in the private
sector, it is in their interest to promote a view of TJTC that does not
necessarily serve national employment and training policy. As one St. Louis
Job Service employee, who happens to be an accountant, pointed out, the MACS
capitalize on the fear of government interference or incompetence to sell
their services.85 In addition, they usually emphasize that utilization of the
credit does not require changing personnel practices. Finally, they promote

retroactivity. As Sar Levitan said, "Applying for TJTC after the hiring
decision is made Agates the program's intent. "86 As found in the study of
barriers to vouchering, MAC activity floods employment and training agencies
with work that distracts the staff from providing placement or training
services to emp/-4ers or job seekers who have not yet been matched. Likewise,

MAC activity tempts staff to totally ignore valid services, substituting wcrk
that is unproductive and that has corrupted reporting procedures.87

o Consideration should be given to encouraging retention through a
completely revised credit formula. For example, the first year creCq
might be 30 percent of the first $10,000 in wages. A significant
second year credit should be offered and perhaps a third year credit.
Since these would be little utilized, the cost would be minimal, yet
the benefit would lie in the message sent to employers and MACS that
rewards are in retention.

o Retroactivity should be ended so that MACS will need co turn their
attention to helping employers plan to maximizing credit use and to
stabilize the employment of the disadvantaged.
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PART VIII

CONCLUSION

Having eve!'iated the impact of TJTC in Maryland and Missouri on eligible
workers, as well as the role of public vouchering agencies, and employers in
the utilization of the credit, the conclusion analyses the relevance of the
credit to the employment problems of the disadvantaged populations of the two
states. This section begins with a review of the employment and training
needs of the disadvantaged, particularly it altimore and St. Louis. It then
assesses the ability of TJTC to meet those needs. In particular, the
relationship of TJTC %o the states' Enterprise Zone subsidies is reviewed.
From this analysis and from that in the preceding parts of the report,
conclusions are reached regarding the value of TJTC in the two states and the
changes that would increase the program's effect.

THE TAX CREDIT AND THE EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS OF THE DISADVANTAGED

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is designed to improve the employment
opportunities of disadvantaged persons entering the labor force. Therefore a
review of relevant employment problems in Maryland and Missouri should focus
on the problems of labor force entrants. Despite errors in eligibility
determinations, TJTC is not a subsidy for skilled workers who want to change
jobs. It is not a subsidy for affluent job seekers coming into the labor
force. While both Missouri and Maryland have experienced large amounts of
worker dislocation, of older workers losing their jobs due to plant closings,
MC is not a subsidy for them to use to get new jobs. TJTC is a subsidy to
i,. :rease the employment options of the disadvantaged, and both states have
large disadvantaged populations that have not yet fully participated in the
recent economic recovery.

While the disadvantaged populations of the two states are widely
distributed, there are concentrations of the economically disadvantaged that
can allow for a focusing of concern. Some TJTC groups, hpwever, such as
vocational rehabilitation clients, are fairly randomly distributed across the
two states. Also, half of the poor in Missouri li '.e outside Kansas City and

St. Louis. Of Maryland's poor, only forty three percent live in Baltimore.
Rural poverty problems in the lower Eastern Shore, Appalachia. or the Jzarks
are of long duration and deserve attention. However, the the rural
areas and small cities of the two states is diffused over wide arc's. That
TJTC utilization has continued at fairly high level, in these arec whatever,
its impact, shows that the program is still being tried as an aid the non-
metropolitan disadvantaged job seekers.

The concentration of large disadvantaged populations in Baltimore and St.
Louis, both of which have more than one fifth of their populations living in
poverty, make them an ideal focus for a review of the employment problems that
urc should help solve. In both cities, the poor populations have educational
difficulties and family pathologies that make entrance into the primary
economy very difficult. These problems are compounded within the large
minority communities by the lingc-ing effects of employment discrimination.
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While both Baltimore and St. Louis have shown increasing signs of urban
revival in the Central Business District, the better. jobs in those areas are
not generally available to the cities' disadvantaged population.88

The disadvantaged unemployment problem has not always been present. In

1948, for example, minority youth 16 and 17 years of age had an unemployment
rate less than that of their white counterparts. Generally, the labor force
participation rate of the poor, particularly blacks, has fallen as urban
manufacturing opportunities have 'eclined.'" In his 1913 study of blacks in
St. Louis, William Crossland surveyed employer attitudes about minority
employees in the cities nine brickyards, a major St. Louis manufacturing
industry. The nine firms employed at the time 799 black workers. When asked,
"How do they compare with white labor of the same grade?" ali responded that
blacks were the "same." In an era not notable for its racial 'tolerance, this
is a significant response. To a follow-up question about promotio- of blacks
-to higher jobs, only one, an employer with 300 black workers, responded
favorably. Two others, employing 363 were more cautious. Six smaller firms,
which employ0 the remair :ing 136 said that the black workers could fill no
higher jobs. u The point of this review is to show that there were modest
employment opportunities in manufacturing in the earlier era. There may have
been a minority employment problem, reflected in the reluctance to promote
blacks; but there was not a serious um,mployment problem.

Accompanying these employment opportunities, and perhaps because of them,
the city was one of hope for the poor. It -is essential to remeaer the family
structure of minority poor families of the era of Crossland's survey, a
structure that survived through the 1920's. Poor families were largely two
narent families, except for those headed by widows. The employment and family
rroblems of the poor began to surface with the Great Depression. In 1938 a
study for the Baltimore Urban League found alarming growth in the numoer of
unwed mothers. As so often since, is called for attention to the problem
without linking it explicitly to the decline in employment opportunities for
poor males, particularly poor black males.91

Wi.h the corning of World War II and the post war recovery period, when
America was the dominant world manufacturing nation: the employment
opportunities of the city again appeared bright. The dawn of equal
opportunity efforts in the era brought special hope to many poor urban
residents. A subsequent assessment of the 1960's in St. Louis and elsewhere
found, In all industry, governm3nt programs [to help blacks] achieved much
greater success than IhJuld otherwise have been the case because of high
employment and tight labor markets."92 But, as this analysis was written, the
relative decline of maf. cturing in St. Louis and Baltimore was well under
way and the absolute decline was starting. At the same time large numbers of
youth were coming of age and in search of stable employment that would allow
the start of stable famili,,s.

Essentially, what has been lacking from St. Louis and Baltimore since the
1960's has been a source of stable jobs for relatively unskilled and under
educated p.or labor force entrants. Particularly, black males have lost
access to a pool of jobs with the potential for pay esquate to support a
family. The welfare employment problems that have received so much attention,
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the growing problems of black single parent families, Particularly relrte to
the problems of a lack of good jobs for black males. In the two citie,, as in
urban areas nationally, there is a shortage, as William Julius Wilson has
noted, of marriageable males. This is the problem which TJTC or any other
comprehensive employment program for the disadvantaged must address if it is
to be of value. The findings of this study are that, thus far, its ability to
deal with that problem has been minima1.93

The size of the credit is correlated with female welfare recipient
success, especially in the early years after hire. The credit seems to help
white handicapped individuals, a group deserving of assistance. But, black
male youth do not do particularly well by many measures after TJTC
participation. Reaffirming the findings of Cro ;land, one extremely positive
finding, if only for a few individuals, was the correlation of income with the
industry receiving the tax credit. Manufacturing and construction workers
experienced major changes in earnings patterns after being hired by such
industries. Yet, there are few job openings in these industries. Even if the
credit helped th individuals, did they simply take jobs from other
disadvantaged pt is?

Most staff who work with the credit in Baltimore, Kansas City, and St.
Louis are overwhelmingly supportive of it. They See it as one of the few
benefits offered their clients. Helping an individual disadvantaged person is
important and may even justify the continuation of the credit. However the
local office staff of Job Service, JTPA or vocational rehabilitation agencies
do not need to worry about substitution. One concern of observers of TJTC has
been the meaning of the substitution of eligible workers for others.

The general TJTC data and other studies indicate substitution is inherent
in the program. There i disagreement about the meaning or impact of
substitution. Does substitution only mean that a worker who is persistent
enough or lucky enough to get a voucher is substituted for another who would
have been eligible but who did not get a form? If it does, then the
substitution is having no net impact upon the general employment problem of a
community. If however the TJTC eligible worker is substituted for a more
advantaged worker -- one who would have been hired without the subsidy -- then
TJTC may be having an impact. It would be presumed that the more advantaged
worker found other employment at a firm that would not hire the TJTC eligible.
Finally, if substitution is widespread, it would mean that the TJTC voucher is
not a stigma.

The data in this report are mixed on this issue. Tht.,e has been a
persistent tendency for minorities to receive lower starting wages than
whites, mirroring economy-wide relationships. The discrepancy has been
particularly notable for males. In 1985, in Maryland, 63 percent of minority
males received wages under $4.00/hour. Only 47 percent of white males
received those wages. While race data are not available any longer in
Missouri, re know that race correlates very highly with clients of the North
St. Louis Office, which serves mostly blacks, and the South St. Louis office
which serves mostly whites. In 1987, 76 percent of the North office's TJTC
hires began at jobs paying uNder $4.00/hour. For the south office the figure
was 56 percent. This information would support the findings of John Bishop
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from employer surveys. He noted, "TJTC had a more positive impact at firms
that were already hiring the least qualified workers . . . TJTC's impact was
less favorable at firms that paid high wages, had low turnover rates, offered
little general J--aining . . . and concentrated their training on specific
rather than general skills."94 It appears the credit has not significantly
changed employer hiring policies but rather has led to random substitution of
eligible workers for non-eligibles in the low-wage labor market.

There have been some positive recent trends ia credit use, such as the
reduction between 1985 and 1987 of the number of persons, including
minorities, receiving under $4.00/hour. No doubt this change reflects changes
in the labor market that have forced many retail and service industries in the
two states to raise wages above the legal minimum. In fact the percentage of
minority males receiving below $4.L0 /hcur has fallen faster than the
percentage of white males doing so. Also, the percentage of minority females
receiving under $4.00/hour actually fell below that of white females. If

nothing else, these changes demonstrate one virtue of employment under the
credit, its responsiveness to the labor market.

While TJTC has had modest short term effects upon the earnings of
eligible workers, those short term effects have not endured for most
participants. That fact we Id indicate that TJTC has had only a modest impact
upon the labor market. The modest impact is not survising, considering the
low utilization of TJTC by many agencies. The trend to reduce vouchering,
primarily to satisfy the retroactive requests of MACS, has limited its impact
even more. While it may not be possible, the only chance for TJTC to have a
major impact on the employment options of the poor, particularly the urban
poor, is if it is used on a much larger scale by employers. That can only be
achieved if vouchering is greatly increased.

TJTC cannot substitute for quality training. Officials at SLATE
particularly emphasize that point, while acknowledging that there arc limits
to how much training can be offered under JTPA. JTPA programs cannot hope to
provide long-term highly complex training with the limited funding available.
As two students of JTPA observed, "We may be making a mistake that we have
made before --investing too little and hoping for tco much."95 CI-the-job
training (OJT) is one solution to this dilemma. Oui stretches training
dollars since employers pick-up some costs in return for gett'ag production
from the trainee. In addition, OJT is the type training many disadvantaged
persons need, since a wage is paid during training. Only welfare recipients
or persons receiving other types of support have no problem with JTPA's
restrictions on paying trainees a stipend.96 Yet JTPA funded OJT has been
difficult to sell to the private sector, particularly to that segment of the
private sector that will provide the most valuable training. Because of its
simplicity, TJTC has been more widely accepted.97

Reconciling these contradictory problems is possible, if TJTC's
relationship to JTPA is clarified. Scarce JTPA resources could be targeted on
short term class-room training, w.th TJTC being used to subsidize employment
at businesses which will offer opportunities for advancement to the JTPA
trainees. The Office of Employment Developmenz. in Baltimore has made limited
use of this approach, with some modest success. Additionally, if TJTC is to
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have a major impact upon the disadvantaged, it must be coordinated with other
economic development strategies as well as with JTPA.

TJTC AND ENTERPRISE ZONES

Enterprise zones provide an interesting test of the impact of targeted
employment incentives linked to economic develPpment.98 Both Maryland and
Missouri have enterprise zone programs. The programs offer large employment
tax credits to businesses entering or expanding in areas of high unemployment.
In Maryland, an enterprise zone employer can receive up to $3,000 in tax
credits for each additional new disadvantaged employee hired. In Missouri,
the credits can total thousands of dollars per worker over the first ten years
of employment, beginning with a $1,200 first year credit for hiring en
"unemployable" individual. St. Louis's Midtown Zone is one of the largest
zones in the country, and Baltimore has several smaller zones, one of which
includes a major portion of the city's west side.99

While there has been a considerable amount of new economic activity in
the zones, such as a new shopping mall in the West Baltimore Zone- the results
have not yet been dramatic. Most of the employment in Baltimore ..as been at
service, retailing, and service businesses. Most of the Midtown hiring has
been by small businesses, with large businesses in the zone continuing their
long-term decline. As with TJTC, there have been problems with agencies
responsible for promoting zones. Development officials have problems
seriously urging new businesses to locate in the zones, since the officials
inherently promote their cities and do not like mentioning distressed areas.

Essentially TJTC is like the enterprise zone employment incentives,
except that TJTC can be earned in any location. The Northeast-Midwest
Institute suggested in the early 1980's that TJTC might be targeted on
distressed areas. However, others do not see an advantage in adding a
geographic restriction to TJTC. One of TJTC's advantages over the enterprise
zone program is in not being geographically targeted. Far more people are
hired under TJTC in the distressed areas of the two cities than are hired
under the enterprise zone program.

Tne importance of the enterprise zones are in the precedent they
re-establish of seeing the concentration of low skilled workers in the city as
an asset. In the early years of the century, those workers were an asset to
cities such as St. Louis and Baltimore:100 Many observers think "specific
policies aimed at specific groups," such as TJTC and the enterprise zone
incentives, cannot encourage general -r:onomic development.101But, me official
in the St. Louis Office of Business Development suggested that the city should
vigorously promote its large labor pool. A few of the early studies of wage
subsidies thought that targeted subsidies could result in rediMibution of
economic growth back to areas with large eligible labpr pools.'"If TJTC is to
have an impact on the urban 'inderclass, it is necessary to stop seeing it as
purely a program for individual job seekers. It should be redesigned and an
attempt made to see if it can serve a; a general incentive to bring jobs to
urban or rural areas with large eligible populations.
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The chronic labor shortages in the suburban areas around St. Louis,
Baltimore, Kansas City and other urban cores are becoming severe enough so
that businesses with labor shortages might be tempted to relocate closer to
the large labor force in the urban core. Others might be tempted into non-
metropolitan areas with large disadvantaged populations. Thus far, the great
growth in the suburbia has not particularly helped the chronically poor in the
cities.103 The voucher might not be a stigma or such firms, if they
understood that subsidies under JTPA and TJTC might alio., them to prepare the
disadvantaged to fill their vacancies.

CONCLUSIONS

Essentially, there are two major conclusions from this study.

1.) TJTC has had only modest short run positive earnings impacts on a
small segment of the eligible population, and

2.) There is a great need for TJTC, even though its potential is
limited by its current design.

In order to have a wi espread impact upon the disadvantaged,
particularly in urban areas, several legal and administrative changes are
needed. They include:

1.) Retroactivity needs to be ended, at least in cases where there is
no barrier to having eligibility determined in advance of hire,

2.) The credit amounts should be adjusted to encourage retentions, and

3.) Large scale vouchering should be encouraged or mandated.

These goals might be achieved in several ways

Ret'oactivity should be eliminating by abolishing the letter of request
option. At most, employers should be allowed a few days after hire in which
to have eligibility determined. If a voucher were nut produced in these few
days, perhaps five days, no certification should be issued. The preferred
option would be to forbid all retroactive issuance of vouchers.

Credit amounts to encourage retention could be offered with minimal
cost to the treasury. In fact, most schemes that would increase total credit
amounts but spread out the period over which the credit was earned might save
tax expenditures. Most of the cost of the old two year TJTC was a result of a
vast number of partial first year credits being earned by high turnover
businesses. Relatively r:w firms received the second year credit. Lowering

the percentage of the ' .st year's credit would save most of these
expenditures. A second or third year credit might be lightly used, but its
availability would send the proper me_ age to employers that TJTC was meant to
encourage retention as well as employment. If a strong retention incentive
were offered, MACS might shift their opera'.ions from helping companies get
windfall credits to assisting firms to doslop systems such as Borg-Warner's
that encourage retention.
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Vouchering could be encouraged or mandated by a combination of funding

incentives and administrative changes. Care must be taken that performance
standards do not discourage other desirable activities. State Job Service
standards and federally mandated JTPA standards should be modified to not
penalize, if not reward, large scale vouchering. Job Services should be
encouraged to voucher applicants and to allow and encourage other employment
and training agencies to issue vouchers. The U. S. Department of Labor chould
be supported and encouraged in efforts to promote TJTC amona,gmployers,
eligible job seekers, and employment and training agencies.

among

While the present low unemployment era may not seem to requLi'e
continuation of TJTC, a period of tow unemployment is an ideal time to cffer
improved incentives for developing employment opportunities Fur Lhe
--sadvantaged. As Lee Rainwater observed following the study of Pruitt-Igoe,
..e subsequently demolished St. Louis housing project, "Employment of the poor
at decent wages requires full employment in the total econumy.': Policies that

have weighed employment growth heavtlz "toward creating demand for relatively
skilled workers" should be reversed2u0 The Tarrytown Group, likewise called
for policies to be "thought out in advance and consistently pursued" "to
achieve the goal of full employment at a decent wage." 106 TJTC may be one of

those policies but only if it is carefully modified.

o Reenactment with no changes to discourage abuse, reward retention, and
to encourage employment and training utilization will achieve little,
while continuing 3 largely ineffective tax expenditure.

o Reenactment with the abolition of retroactivity, revised credit amounts
that encourage retention, and coordination with other employment and
economic development initiatives could make TJTC a key to returning job
opportunities to the disadvantaged.
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